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Introduction 
 

This book is the careful work result of Erasmus+ Strategic Partnerships adult education project 

“At home with nature”. The project idea was inspired by observing the situation of increasing the 

needs of educators to have a simple and clear educational material which could be helpful to 

educate the environmental skills of adults (especially low-skilled). 

 

Environmental issues are one of the most important topics of 21st century. More and more 

sustainable initiatives as green working places and other spaces, also other materials are organized 

all over Europe. Many of these issues have gained unprecedented attention not from governments 

or politicians, but from ordinary citizens, who understand the impact of humanity to the Earth. 

Nowadays, a special attention is for lifestyle and life conditions and also changes in it, which are 

related to the Earth saving and other environmental ideas. 

 

Building and construction using natural materials is one of the ways to reduce the ecological 

footprint at the same time creating favourable conditions for human health. Therefore “At home 

with nature” aimed to revive and try to promote people to use old traditional building methods. 

This is also the way to know culture, past and traditions better. Natural materials are very important 

in educational process for formation the understanding about connection between Nature and 

Humanity and also the impact on each other. 

 

Activities of ecological gardening nowadays are presented as an opportunity not only to grow your 

own food, but also as a way to unite with the aim to reach common community and civilian goals. 

The fostering of community garden teaches people responsibility, cooperation and also gives 

knowledge about the growing process and understanding of the quality of food. At the same time 

the garden becomes as part of community, which unites people of different ages and this situation 

forms positive conditions for self-education increasing the level of communication, searching and 

sharing information skills and also exchanging experience. 

 

The main attention is paid to different non-formal environmental education methods in this book. 

Those methods could be used individually but also it is highly recommended to use them during 

the educational process in various educational institutions or NGOs. The uniqueness of methods 

is focused on the practical activities which do not require specific preparation from participant. 

The team work during the implementation of the methods is very important because the tasks are 

divided according to different skills level of people. There can be involved not only strong and 

healthy people but also disabled and low-skilled persons. Also, success of results depends on a 

proper person in charge. If the person is right, then the process is as a tool working together and 

enjoying not only the process but the result as well. 

 

This material is one of the very first tools with educational effect in Lithuania. There are different 

non-formal environmentally friendly building and gardening educational methods described in this 

book. It is highly recommended to use this material not only for individual needs but also for 

education institutions, NGOs, communities. The main ideas of eco-building methods, detailed 

process and visual illustrations followed by suggestions of experts and practical participants are 
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available in this book. The material is based on the Lithuanian, Hungarian and Turkish partners’ 

experience in the eco-building and eco-gardening areas. 

 

This book is the result of Erasmus + strategic partnership for the adult education project “At home 

with nature”. 

 

Erasmus + program aims to improve the quality of adult learning throughout Europe. It provides 

opportunities for adult educators to learn from each other, to promote adult learning and the 

development of strategic partnerships expanding adult learning. 
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Project partners 
 

LITHUANIA 

 

Association “Green.LT” (Susivienijimas „Žali.LT“) is a young non-

governmental organization with the huge aim to ensure the dissemination of 

environmental ideas in Lithuania. This association is organizing initiatives 

(“Save the Chestnuts”, “Community Garden”), public actions (forest 

preservation, anti-GMO topics), protests (anti-nuclear power plants, anti-

consumerism campaigns), flash mobs and round tables for environmental 

NGOs.  The association constantly arranges lots of seminars on various kinds 

of topics, such as natural food, green economy, waste management, etc. Many workshops on 

recycling and other green ideas for the citizens (preparing Christmas gifts, making books and 

others) as well as lessons at schools were organized. 

 

Despite the fact that this organization was established only several years ago, today it unites more 

than 90 persons from the whole Lithuania. 

 

The association’s activities are based on voluntary work. They are all carried out with the support 

of organization members. It has already implemented the first European project - local youth 

initiative “Community garden”. The main goal of the project was to spread the idea of urban 

gardens and to use them in order to unite the communities. The project had a significant impact – 

new gardens in three big cities were established.  

 

“Green.LT” unites different kinds of experts: environmentalists, biologists, constructors of eco-

buildings, non-formal and formal education lecturers, youth workers, specialists of public relations 

and others. Numerous professionals were involved in “Urban garden” project; they have extensive 

experience in project implementation in different organizations. What is even more important – 

some of them have worked with low-skilled adults and youth. 

 

Address:  Skroblų g. 5 – 5, LT-03138, Vilnius 

Phone: +37065911080 

E.mail : zali.vilnius@gmail.com 
Web: http://zali.lt/ 

 

TURKEY 

 

Oltu Halk Egitimi Merkezi Mudurlugu (Oltu Adult Education Centre). 

Providing lifelong training to people, encouraging participation of people in 

developing projects, triggering public resources, protecting national cultural 

values, developing and popularizing them as open to universal culture are 

among the purposes of the Centre. Alongside, different services are 

provided, such as conducting studies related to education-production-

employment, marketing and organizing; arranging activities for individuals 

who have moved from rural areas to urban to help them to adapt to new environment, and training 

in traditional craftwork. 

mailto:zali.vilnius@gmail.com
http://zali.lt/
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The Centre offers services subjecting to General Directorate of Apprenticeship and Non-formal 

Training applying module programs for adult education. A fee is not charged from trainees, and a 

participation certificate is granted if a trainee succeeds in the course program. There is a computer 

lab, workshops and classrooms for processing Oltu stone and silver, embroidery, knitting and 

sewing in the premises of the Centre. 

 

Address:  Karabekir mah.  25400 Oltu- Erzurum / TURKEY 

Phone: +904428161125 

E-mail cemaltanriver@msn.com 

Web: http://oltuhem.meb.k12.tr 

 

HUNGARY 

 

Association “Co-Efficient” (Együttható 

Közösségépítő Egyesület) was founded by social 

professionals and enthusiastic young volunteers in 

2010 to promote non-formal learning, innovative 

community services and a new way of thinking in 

youth and social work.  

 

We believe in the power of community which raises personal goals, encourages cooperation and 

provides support for its members. We are sure that society develops through autonomous, 

supportive communities following a bottom-up approach. We presume that healthy community 

should be inclusive, should not consist of only privileged or disadvantaged members. Our vision 

is a society where communities provide equal opportunities for all young people, so they can 

efficiently develop their skills to become responsible and competent adults.  

 

Our organization has an extensive European network of youth organizations, we have sent groups 

to more than 20 international mobility projects of our partners (trainings, exchanges) and organized 

10 YiA/E+ supported projects in Hungary (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 4.3, KA1). We had reached the possibility 

to open our own youth house starting from June, 2014 and located at Újpest (Klauzal u 4). From 

2015, we are Eurodesk partner organization.  

 

The youth house provides extensive information for local young people with daily opening hours 

in the afternoon, our preventive services include language clubs, clubs related to the safe and 

responsible use of the internet, job-seekers’ club, debate events and charity events in collaboration 

with DORCAS Hungary. We work in close relationship with local family care services and public 

institutions (especially with schools), and local NGOs in drug prevention. 

 

Address: 1046 Budapest Klauzál u. 4 

Phone: +36308743304 

E-mail info@egyutthato.eu 

Web:  www.egyutthato.eu 

 

 

http://oltuhem.meb.k12.tr/
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“Eco” realities 
 

Situation in Lithuania: The history of building techniques and methods is not diverse in 

Lithuania and it has not changed much until now. Lower cost of buildings was always a relevant 

aspect, so it caused traditional, although alternative construction such as clay, straw and stone to 

emerge. Lithuanian people‘s responsibility related to environmental issues and the search for 

cheaper alternative building materials based on new ecological ideas after the restoration of the 

country’s independence showed the changes in the attitude towards traditional, natural building 

materials. The old traditional and ecological construction technologies and methods started to 

revive. The prices of housing have gone up exponentially in the last decades and are a huge 

environmental and financial strain. Thus, people are starting to turn to environmentally friendly 

and in most cases cheaper solution – natural, ecological housing. Straw, cob, recycled materials – 

all of these are becoming affordable environmentally friendly housing as well as a way to build 

communities and to teach each other environmentally friendly ways of work. Ecology and 

sustainable lifestyle today is not only the option of conscious human, such building ideas are 

implemented following sustainable development policy. Implementing it Lithuania undertakes that 

beginning with 31 December 2020 all new buildings will meet the requirements of the passive 

house category. The concept of ecology in society changes and the traditional construction more 

often finds its niche in the new home building process and it can also ensure not only the 

environmentally friendly building implementation but also the continuation of ethnic culture and 

traditions. 

 

Many construction companies following the growth of clients’ needs started to use eco building 

technologies to construct buildings and to produce green materials. Some companies even invented 

new materials, such as hemp or straw blocks and concrete using new technologies to fulfill 

people’s needs and to be innovative and popular in national and international construction market. 

Although the materials are easily available in Lithuania, the new inventions are much more 

expensive than old traditional methods which could be used by owners or be cheaper even if made 

by professionals. 

 

The system of formal education from preschools/primary schools to high education pays much 

attention to environmental issues in Lithuania. Eco topics are integrated into most of disciplines 

of the curriculum. Also, many after school activities and non-formal methods are created to 

increase the knowledge of kids and families, lots of social projects are organized on the local and 

national level. Almost all universities and colleges offer environmental or ecology programs based 

on sciences (engineering, agro-economy, construction, environment, design and other kinds of art, 

geodesy, biology, education, etc.) for students to become graduated specialists of ecology or get 

environmental bachelor’s degree. Nowadays, environmental problems are very important and 

popular, so even if students do not choose specific eco studies, environmental themes are included 

in any higher school program to form modern and responsible personality. One of the universities 

(VGTU) focuses on researches of environmental situation in Lithuania in many aspects, 

engineering, environmental studies, construction, transport, etc. This institution even provides 

services of certifying methods of eco-building, legalization of such buildings and exploring 

information of researches. The eco-building (green building) is becoming more and more popular 
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in Lithuania. There are many communities which started to create kind of eco villages in rural 

areas and in cities, and which propagate healthy and “slow” lifestyle. They share experience and 

organize workshops on building places, inviting both interested people and experts. Friends, 

volunteers and neighbours are invited for help. They join the building process to learn more from 

each other about the environment and themselves by being closer to nature and community. Many 

groups in social media are created to share ideas and techniques of eco-building and eco-gardening. 

More often sustainable ideas are presented in national fairs, conferences and special seminars. The 

Green Building Council was established in 2013. Nine business companies and one university 

(VGTU) have decided to start a legal entity that will act as a construction market activator towards 

the green building. The training program for green building professionals was announced and 

introduced to professional audience and the wide public at the European Information Bureau at the 

National Parliament of Lithuania.  

 

 

Situation in Turkey: Ecology is defined as studies towards ensuring minimum negative effects 

of the product on environmental systems in every stage from manufacturing to usage, and to be 

consumed with the rational use of natural and human resources. 

 

Ecology in architecture is living in harmony with nature. Traditional, agricultural architecture is 

primarily a style of construction suitable for nature. Essential factors that are effective in the 

formation of traditional architecture are climatic conditions, present construction materials in the 

region, construction technology that is traditionalized with the usage of these materials and moral 

and material cultural elements (Ekolojik Mimarlık: Doğu Karadeniz Kırsal Konutu Tülay Zorlu 

Yrd. Doç. Dr., KTÜ Mimarlık Bölümü Serap Faiz Arş. Gör., KTÜ Mimarlık Bölümü). 

 

Environmental pollution occurring as a result of unconscious usage of nature causes living 

creatures to have troubles by increasing in resources of nature. These facts directed people to 

consider environment cleaning, eco-building and eco-gardening formation ideas closely. In our 

country, for ecological building and farming applications universities, municipalities, foundations, 

NGOs carry out activities such as developing new designs, organizing panels to enhance 

awareness, forming sample habitations and hobby gardens. In our schools students are informed 

about ecological products and the importance of environmental cleaning. Various competitions are 

also held regarding this subject. 

 

For instance, “Green House Project” prepared with the cooperation of Gaziantep Metropolitan 

Municipality and Gaziantep University (GAUN) constitutes a model in Turkey in edible energy 

resources and energy efficiency fields. The project, besides forming a model, aims at contributing 

to developing alternative tourism in the region and supporting the national and international 

activities of the region in tourism sector (http://www.haberler.com/yesil-ev-projesi-turkiye-ye-

ornek-olacak-3906608-haberi/). 

 

As in all over the world in our country people used chemical fertilizers, genetically modified seeds 

to produce more and gain more revenue when modern farming started. This system caused the 

nature, water and soil to be polluted permanently and many diseases to become widespread. Upon 

the understanding of this fact informative studies about organic farming and ecological living have 

been started in every type of schools and institutions. Our institution is a partner of “Eco-Gardening 

http://www.haberler.com/yesil-ev-projesi-turkiye-ye-ornek-olacak-3906608-haberi/
http://www.haberler.com/yesil-ev-projesi-turkiye-ye-ornek-olacak-3906608-haberi/
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and Eco-Building” project. Presentations about ecological farming, ecological building and 

ecological living have been made by experts within the framework of project activities. The 

personnel who consume the organic products we grow in our garden and the participants of our 

ecological gardening studies and informational meetings stated that they will try to grow their own 

products organically, or they will do shopping from markets where organic products are sold. Also, 

participants said that the use of wood instead of PVC and laminate, and adobe instead of oil paint 

is healthier. These studies have affected the participants positively. Both the views of the 

participants who acquired positive gains from project activities, and the publishing of our 

ecological works in local media are considered to contribute significantly to the formation of 

awareness about ecological living in our region. 

 

Revealing of food safety issue as a result of genetically modified organisms increased an interest 

in organic agricultural products. Small farmers who got sufficient information about organic 

produce production by participating in our studies can acquire economic revenue by using their 

own physical power with less soil. 

 

The work of the university and the municipality in the eco field raised an innovative idea about 

the heating of Turkey’s “first ecological city”. The idea about pistachio shells being used for city 

heating will be implemented in Gaziantep. The panel about adobe material usage in sustainable 

architectural design was organized in Architectural Faculty of Konya Selcuk University 

(http://www.eds-a.com). 

 

Very specific and interesting traditional and ecological building methods are still being used in 

Turkey. There are no books and any other available information about how to do it step by step, 

because from very early times that information was traditionally passed from one generation to 

another. 

 

Situation in Hungary: The Hungarian partner organization is aiming to participate in and apply 

more projects about environmental protection, and introduce the green approach in the everyday 

life of the office. We contacted a local school where we will develop a community garden. 

 

We take part in an annual voluntary movement for the cleaner environment in every spring where 

the participants collect rubbish around their living environment. 

 

The thinking of Hungarian people about green and eco things is shared: there are more and more 

persons, who consider eco lifestyle to be important, who are more aware of environmental 

protection and consuming. Unfortunately, there is a big number of those who are not interested in 

sustainability, they want to ensure their own comfort and do not think about the future and their 

children’s life. 

 

In Hungary, the government is becoming more aware of and invest in environmental protection:  

- there are more selective waste containers in blocks of houses;  

- many shops provide bags made from reused or biodegradable materials or charge for plastic bags 

to motivate people to reuse bags and reduce environmental pollution;  

http://www.eds-a.com)/
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- the government launches projects to support families’ energy saving (help to buy energy saving 

electrical machines);  

- since 2000, blocks of flats have been renovated to reduce their energy consumption. Some houses 

started to use solar energy for saving purposes.  

 

There are projects which support introduction, development and spreading of ecological and 

healthy lifestyle education in schools. In 2000, Hungary joined OECD-CERI (ENSI project), and 

in the framework of this project the Hungarian Network of Eco-Schools was established.  

 

Community gardening is becoming more popular in Hungary, especially in Budapest. More and 

more gardens are established to motivate people to have a healthier life. Some of the gardens are 

functioning as ecological gardens and using only eco materials and methods. The gardens help to 

improve people’s knowledge about and spread the methods of eco lifestyle, so more and more 

trainings, presentations and info days on ecological gardening are organized. 
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Importance of eco-building and eco-gardening 
 

Environmental issues are one of the most important topics of the 21st century.  Many of these 

issues have gained unprecedented attention not from governments or politicians, but from ordinary 

citizens, who understand the impact of humanity on the Earth. Green working places – it is one of 

the most frequent topic of different European and local institutions. Green jobs can solve many 

problems – not only environmental. The good example is housing problem. 

 

People started to show interest in old traditional and environmentally friendly building and 

gardening activities, because of the opportunity to save the Earth, health and also money. Lots of 

eco communities have been established to share ecological ideas and experiences. The eco-

building has become a place for education, discussion and support for the local community and 

also provide practical benefits for them, such as actual houses, playgrounds, benches, etc. built for 

everyone to use. 

 

So, eco-building and eco-gardening can be used as methods to increase the skills of adults, and to 

involve them in community activities. Those methods correspond to individuals’ needs and 

expectations. Eco-building and eco-gardening have several significant aspects: 1. Environmental 

knowledge; 2. Fulfillment of personal desires (mostly all people are willing to have a place to live 

in and grow items of food. Eco-housing by using old traditional methods of construction gives a 

possibility to build a personal house in a cheap way, to reduce energy costs and also to continue 

traditions. Eco-gardens by using eco-farming methods can be used as “lazy gardens” to grow food 

plants with minimum input); 3. Skills improvement.  

 

The skills gained can also be used for job seeking. The tools they are introduced to could help 

people gain the new skills which can be used daily life, will help to find job in future or even add 

more meaning to casual activities. 

 

The business sector meets new society requirements of ecological lifestyle. Therefore it must 

follow its needs and has to be more responsible and attentive creating sustainable business ideas. 

If there is a demand there must be a supply as well. 

 

Interest in the construction of environmentally friendly buildings increases in Turkey. Buildings 

that are considered as greenhouses occurred. Green houses or eco-buildings that are certified by 

bringing in specific standards created a new tendency and sector of buildings that are more valued 

in the construction sector, respectful to the nature, comfortable and with decrease energy 

consumption (http://cevreonline.com/yesil-binalar/). There are still many traditional Turkish 

houses constructed by using various eco materials (stone, wood, adobe, hay, etc.) in different 

regions of Turkey. Models of such houses that were used commonly in the past but not used 

anymore are made and sold as souvenirs. Also, organic farming becomes more important as an 

agricultural system that protects agricultural ecosystem. Production of completely pure, healthy, 

vegetative and animal products developed and suggested to protect the ecosystem and human 

health. They have been threatened by unwise and excessive usage of fertilizers in the world for 

ages. The aim of organic agriculture is to protect and maintain sustainability of health and 

efficiency of plants, animals, humans and soil (Ziraat Mühendisi Yunus Emre ÇELİK). 
 

http://cevreonline.com/yesil-binalar/
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The Hungarian partner organization describes the global warming as the cause of many social 

problems. People do not care about the consequences of environmental pollution, it is important 

to draw attention that other more healthy and environmentally friendly lifestyles exist. We have to 

raise awareness of the eco lifestyle methods, what and how they can do something for their own 

health and environmental protection, how they can save energy stressing that these methods are 

not more expensive or more difficult. 

 

In order to provide a valuable, healthy and efficient life to our children and future generations, the 

change in the people’s attitudes is unavoidable. Using eco-gardening and eco-building methods is 

a good way to protect our world. 

 

 

Workshops/project activities 
 

Lithuania. According to the study information two community 

gardens were established in Vilnius. People could come and join 

the organization team to create gardens not only to improve their 

gardening skills but also social and citizen’s competence by being 

together, reaching the same goal, creating community. 

 

The cob house methods described in the study (Chapter VI) were 

tested in two practical project activities - camps. 

 

The first three-day eco-building camp-workshop “Building a cob 

house” was near Vilnius. 11 participants were testing the cob 

building method. They got instructions and had a possibility to 

practise it at the building place. People tried the method and 

found out what had to be changed or how that should look like. 

The participants said it was really useful to be involved in the 

process, to feel and try to 

understand how materials 

had to be prepared and used. The project implementation 

team realized that the process provided very important 

practical knowledge for preparing educational material. 

 

The second method testing camp “Hemp in construction” 

was organized in September. The process was very similar 

to the cob house building. The main difference lay in 

constructive material - hemp. It was absolutely different to 

prepare it for use according to the participants who could 

compare it with the first camp experience. More than 30 

participants had a chance to test this method. Low- skilled 

adults and disabled persons attended this camp and their 

feedback was really positive. They said it would be useful 

for the future. Some young men came with the idea to 

improve their constructing skills in eco building techniques 
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and create their own business. The participants acquired knowledge not only in building matters 

but also about wider use of hemp, such as food and medicine. The best place for the reflection of 

the process was by the fire, where the participants analyzed their personal skills level trying to find 

out how they could use eco-building technologies in their own life. 

 

To present carried out project activities and results, to 

exchange practices, to discuss and plan the project’s future, 

the partners met at the second transnational project meeting 

in Turkey in August, 2015. Also, the situation of eco-

gardening and eco-building in Turkey was presented, and 

the participants had a great chance to visit real 

examples/models of traditional eco-building in different 

places. (photos  )  

 “Green education - way to changes” is the name of the 

seminar which was organized on 23 October, 2015. It was 

a non-formal education form for adults with the aim to 

increase knowledge about environmental and sustainable 

issues. Around 20 participants and 7 lecturers from 

different NGOs were there exchanging their ideas by 

introducing many environmental aspects in their 

presentations. The final touch was hot soup made from our 

community garden vegetables. 

Photo: Susivienijimas Žali.LT 

 

Organization “Žali.LT” works in close cooperation with Lithuanian University of Educational 

Sciences, therefore an important national 

conference was organized together. Many adult 

learners and technology teachers came from all 

Lithuania. The project idea was presented to 

more than 260 participants of the conference 

during the plenary session. Many green ideas 

about eco-building and eco-gardening, as well as 

about green education were presented in separate 

sections by different specialists, psychologists, 

engineers, architects and gardening experts. New 

collective ideas arose during discussions, 

technology teachers got new experience and 

knowledge in environmental aspects which 

could be used in the curriculum activities.                                  Photo from http://www.media.leu.lt 

 

Turkey. Following the 1st meeting in Lithuania within the scope of the project, the Faculty of 

Design and Architecture of Atatürk University was visited by the Turkish partner organization for 

the ecological garden that was the activity our institution was required to perform. 

 

As a result of the cooperation with the Faculty Administration, a landscape and a plan for the 

garden of our institution were drawn. Representatives of the Art&Desing Faculty (Prof. Dr. Hasan 
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Yılmaz, Prof.Dr. Assoc. Dr. Serkan Özer) visited our centre for the first planning of our ecological 

garden and for explaining its properties. 

 

Our mini eco-garden was formed in the 

yard of the Directorate of the Public 

Training Centre according to the plan, and 

tomatoes, peppers and cucumbers were 

sowed. 

 

Representative of the Sub-provincial 

Directorate of Food and Agriculture visited 

us and was informed about the project.  He 

was appointed our agronomist, and told the 

teachers and other staff working in our 

institution about ecological agriculture. 

Agricultural engineer Yunus Emre ÇELİ 

Kand and agricultural technician Şerafettin AKÇAY gave us a seminar on ecological gardens. 

Agricultural engineers and technicians from the Sub-provincial Directorate of Food and 

Agriculture assisted us in the garden. They regularly checked the growth of seedlings and provided 

required care for them. 

 

Our teachers and trainees cooked vegetables (cucumbers, tomatoes, peppers) that were grown in 

our ecological garden and made pickles. 

 

As a second activity, the Department of Civil Engineering of Atatürk University was visited to get 

information on ecological houses. As a result of 

the discussions with the workers of the 

uviversity, it was stated that one of the most 

beautiful examples of traditional wooden 

Turkish houses is in Şavşatsub-province of 

Artvin Province. Therefore, Şavşat house was 

visited. This building is made of pine and spruce 

trees. During the meeting with Nazir OCAK who 

made this house, the participants got direct 

information about it. Nazir OCAK told us about 

the materials used in Şavşat house and the stages 

of construction. This information was illustrated 

by photos and videos. 

Photo: Ahmet KORKMAZ 

 

For the dissemination of the project information on project activities local and national media were 

used. An important local recognition was achieved for spreading the knowledge of eco-gardening 

and eco-building. Almost 200 people became directly aware of this approach, and using the media 

awareness was created in the region with the population of 40 thousand. 
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Hungary. The Hungarian partner team “At home with nature” organized a 3-day-trip - camp for 

young adults with disadvantaged background from 5 to7 of June, 2015 to Gömörszőlős. 20 people 

were involved in the program. During the camp the participants had a possibility to be closer to 

the nature, and got to know about efficient tools of environmental awareness and sustainable 

development like “KARTOLÓ MŰHELY”, passive houses, drying furnace from beer cans and a 

composting toilet. Besides, the group played team building activities, went for bird watching to 

the closest forest, tried to make felt, and as the main activity learned how to build an adobe house. 

  

On the first day we occupied the accommodation and 

took a walk to the village with only 60 people living 

there. On the second day the representative of the 

town hall showed us around the village, we visited 

important buildings and monuments, e.g. museum 

and church. During the visit the history of the village 

was presented. Also, during another presentation the 

participants could get to know that the majority of the 

world’s produced goods are used by the small part of 

the world’s population, how much American or 

African people spend for food a day, and what 

capacity of the Earth is needed for everybody to reach European living standards. At the end of 

the presentation the hosts summarized the learnt things through an interactive game called “XY” 

where all the participants were involved. 

 

The next program was about passive 

houses: how these houses are insulated, 

how they use 100% energy of the stove 

and what kind of heating system is 

needed. Some tools that give energy, e. 

g. the wood-drying item made from beer 

cans were presented to the participants. 

Beer cans collect the solar energy that is 

used in the drying storage. With this 

method wood can dry in 1 month in 

summer compared to the years without 

this drying system.  

 

The next tool was a composting toilette that the participants could get to know closer. This solution 

has many positive attributes: it does not smell at all, it generates heat which can be used, less water 

is needed, and the contents of the built-in box can be used as humus in the garden after the 

composting process. 

 

There is a community garden in the village where the members are not using fertilizes – as in 

nature, they put leaves on the ground which provide nutrient supplementation and protect the plants 

in winter. The youngsters could see a special Hungarian cow that gives less but fat-rich milk. This 

milk can be used for making a hard bio cheese. The participants got to know the elementary basics 

and got familiarized with different tools and procedures. 
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At the end of the first day the participants tried to work with adobe. They broke adobe bricks, 

added water and mixed pulp from them. 

 

During the second day the participants 

visited the “kartoló műhely” where they 

observed the process of making wool 

from lamb fur step-by step. This wool 

will be used for preparing clothes and 

bedding. The process has 3 steps: they 

put the fur into water in order to clean it, 

then it is dried and at the end an 

electrical machine (in the past it was a 

machine worked with steam) prepares 

wool for use.  

 
2016-05-07 June 2015,Gömörszőlős, photo: Association 

Co-Efficient 

 

The second program to develop the project idea was 

organized on 27 September, 2015 where the young 

adults from Afternoon School of Gyöngyös were 

involved. They visited 

the community garden 

with the youngsters of 

Afternoon School of 

Fábiánháza together.  

 

“At home with Nature” project team presented the project and its 

aims and acquired experiences (our and the partners’), and a 

discussion on eco lifestyle was held with the participants.  

 

Also they visited the local garden together where the host prepared 

a short presentation, and after that the youngsters had an opportunity 

to work in the garden and experience this lifestyle personally. The 

participants harvested and cleaned corn, hoed and dug the ground, 

raked the leaves and got out the weeds. During the work they could 

speak with the host more freely. 

 

27th of September, 2016, Fábiánháza, photo: Association Co-Efficient 

 

Workshop model by Association “Co-Efficient”.  Non-formal activities are an effective way to 

involve a target group into an educational process which would be hard to engage otherwise. 

Presentations, speeches or lectures are very effective ways of teaching well-structured curriculums 

with exact pedagogic goals, but seems to be inefficient when we come to abstract discussions about 

ill-defined and broad topics, such as the protection of our environment with methods like eco-

gardening and traditional construction methods. 
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This workshop model aims to engage young people to participate in adult education and to involve 

them in active discussion and activities which lead to a shift in their attitude. Caring about our 

environment does not need much, only a small amount of our energy and time. The main barrier 

is our own mind: most people do not believe that their acts and attitude really matter and that each 

citizen is important in the big picture. 

 

Activities of the model workshops aim to raise awareness by initiating discussion and personal 

projects which maximize the effect of experience and peer-based learning. 

 

Recruitment for the workshops - engaging participants. The way how we engage our 

participants depends very much on the nature of the activities planned. Depending on the target 

groups, it is always a very good idea to look for stakeholders in the local community: are we going 

to organize a workshop for young adults? The best thing to do is to seek cooperation with local 

adult-education institutions, where we can place our (even home-made) flyers, hang out 

information about our workshop or engage the students directly. Should our target group be more 

specific, we can look for the cooperation with local NGOs, be it environmental ones or others 

promoting different activities. 

 

Promoting our workshop by using the power of social media is also a must: Facebook, Twitter, 

Tumblr and others became an integral part of our life. A well placed status update or “event” can 

produce quite high outreach. 

 

Any way we choose, we must connect to our target group with a simple, yet engaging call, which 

should include basic information (venue, time, short summary of the topic, and expected number 

of participants) and the exact agenda. It is always a good idea to motivate your participants with a 

reward which can be symbolic if you are on a tight budget.  

 

The activity itself. The basis of non-formal education is the triangle of briefing-exercise-

debriefing. In our one-day model workshop, tailored to young adults learning at the local adult-

education institution, we mix outdoor and indoor activities with minimal requirements of necessary 

materials; but keep in mind that this is only an example, activities have to be tailored to the needs 

of the actual target group. 

Necessary materials: A/4 paper, pencils and markers, flipchart paper.  

 

Necessary human resources: a facilitator who leads the workshop and one or two volunteers for 

technical help.  

Necessary preparations: a room with friendly atmosphere, 15 chairs, a building made of adobe, 

approx. 50 kg of adobe, straws.  

 

Activity 1 

 

10:00 – Introduction. Sit in a circle, ask your participants to introduce themselves one-by-one. Ask 

them to get a personal belonging to their hand and describe that belonging. Why does the 

participant carry that belonging? You can initiate a short discussion on the motivation of the 

participants clarifying why the topic is important for them.  
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The activity make sure that all participants can safely “arrive”, meaning that you will not push 

them into demanding activities at the very beginning. 

 

10:30 – Breaking the ice. Split the groups into pairs, and assign them a task of interviewing their 

peers. Give some paper and pens to each pair and ask them to make notes. Write a few compulsory 

questions on you flipchart paper: 

 

• Name, age, area of interest 

• The most important environmental problem in your opinion.  

• Your ways to preserve the nature in your neighbourhood. 

 

After 15 minutes, ask the pairs to present the results of their interviews pair-by-pair. 

 

The activity gives an orientation for the participants, make them to think about the topic. 

Additionally, it breaks the ice amongst the participants, fostering a friendly and productive 

atmosphere for the rest of the day.  

 

11:15 – Traditional materials. Bring in a few kg of adobe and straws. Create three small groups. 

Give the groups clear instructions: build anything from the available materials. It can be the Empire 

State Building, Eiffel tower or anything you can imagine. After 30 minutes, initiate a discussion 

about how the process went, if the groups felt comfortable with using the materials. 

 

Apart from being a very good team-building activity, the building gives a sense of creation to the 

participants, which shows them that nothing is useless. The activity itself is only setting the stage 

for the debriefing, which is the real tool of shaping the attitude of the participants. 

 

12:30 – Break 

 

Make sure to provide refreshments during the break and listen carefully if you were successful 

during the morning session as the participants will keep talking about the workshop. 

 

13:00 – Plastering using traditional technique outside. Take your group outside for a plastering 

activity. The technique itself involves using adobe, straw and water, the process of creating 

plastering material with our own feet and application of the material to the walls of an adobe 

building. The process is very easily learned, yet hard to master if the builder strives to achieve a 

visually pleasing result. The material must be applied with great care considering the right amount 

and pressure when applying.  

 

The exercise allows your participants to express their relation to the nature both orally and by 

acting: a very powerful experience.  

 

16:30 - Evaluation. In the final discussion round ask your participants about their feelings, and ask 

them to reflect on the lessons they learned during the workshop. 

 

Evaluation. 
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Remember: you must always measure how much impact you achieved with your activity, what 

kind of exercises were more powerful and what kind of adjustments you have to make next time. 

 

 You can get direct feedback from your participants by:  

• organizing a final round for the reflection of your workshop  

• distributing questionnaires amongst the participants  

• online surveys  

• staff evaluation  

 

While most of your workshops will inevitably end up following this 4 step model to achieve the 

maximum results, you can most definitely change the exercises in the workshop to suit the needs 

of the group and your own educational goals. 
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Information about the study  
 

The main part of the eco study was prepared by the project coordinator. At the very beginning of 

the study the main questions were formed: Which building methods are ecological? Which of them 

are available and common in different regions and parts of the world? How often are they used? 

The search for information was based on those questions. Looking for the answers many kinds of 

public media sources were analyzed (publications in press and magazines, forums and special 

groups in social media, published research results). The most popular eco building methods (straw 

bale, cob and wooden houses) in Lithuania were determined relying on the analysis of the public 

information. The wooden house constructing method was eliminated from the deeper study 

because it is well-known and there is much information about it. The above-mentioned methods 

were chosen for detailed description because all those materials are easily available and match 

ecological aspects, construction process is quite simple and could be implemented by owners as it 

was happening a long time ago. 

 

The study about different methods was deepened using many information sources, specialized 

literature and interviews with eco-building experts and owners of eco-buildings, and also visiting 

special events, seminars, conferences and workshops. The list of used literature is presented at the 

end of this chapter. 

 

The Lithuanian organization worked in close cooperation with ecology experts and specialists 

from universities, business and private sectors for expanding the area of analysis. They shared their 

experience and ideas during private meetings and offered special literature and links for research. 

The Hungarian partner organization prepared one part of the eco study by searching appropriate 

organizations on the internet and through their network, then contacted them via email and phone, 

organized visits to explore the places and meet the leaders of those organizations (Earthrise 

Community Garden, Eco-gardening in Békéscsaba, Ófalu Community Garden and a straw house 

owner in Solymár and Bozsok. ), and made interviews with them. 

 

They aimed to keep working with Ófalu Community Garden, and involved them to prepare the 

planned garden in the partner school in their neighbourhood. 

 

The Turkish organization made research mostly analyzing the information about Turkish eco-

gardens and eco-buildings on the internet. Also, the Department of Civil Engineering of Atatürk 

University was visited to get information on eco-building. 

 

The academic staff was interviewed by phone and face-to-face. That is how the information about 

wood, stone and adobe houses in Turkey was obtained.  Academicians were asked to share detailed 

knowledge about most often used materials in eco-buildings, building costs and production steps. 

Photos of stone and wood houses were taken in the nearby village. 

 

The Sub-provincial Directorate of Food and Agriculture was visited and informed about our 

environmental project. The engineer of agronomy kindly shared his experience and knowledge 

and told the Centre’s teachers and other staff about ecological agriculture. 
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The mentioned sources and our local academic partners were the most experienced and available 

source to get the best information on the project themes. It was not difficult to access information 

because the specialists we were communicating with were really helpful and sharing. 

 

Agricultural engineer Yunus Emre ÇELİ Kand and agricultural technician Şerafettin AKÇAY 

from Oltu Sub-provincial Directorate of Food and Agriculture (a governmental agency responsible 

for agricultural activities in our district) prepared a special seminar for the Turkish Adult Centre 

about how ecological gardens could be created. 

 

Atatürk University academicians have got a lot of important knowledge and experience about eco- 

building which was gladly supplied to us. 

 

Main sources: Atatürk University Oltu Sub-provincial Directorate of Food and Agriculture 

http://www.recebinadresi.com/geleneksel-turk-evleri/ . 

 

  

http://www.recebinadresi.com/geleneksel-turk-evleri/
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Eco building methods 
 

STRAW BALE HOUSES 

 

It is an incredibly sturdy, beautiful and well-insulated house. Straw is a waste product; it cannot 

be used for feeding, like hay, and much of it is burned at the end of the season. Using straw for 

building reduces air pollution and stores carbon. 

 

The thechnology of straw bale building is more than 100 years old, and the very first buiding still 

exists. This is a right ecological building type: communities/families could grow materials in one 

year and construct a simple building in about one month. 

 

Such buildings use less energy during heating season because of very good insulation. This method 

is very popular in the USA, Canada, Scandinavia, UK, Austria and many other countries. 

 

There are 2 basic types of straw bale construction: load bearing (or Nebraska style) and non-load 

bearing (or infill). 

 

Materials. Basic materials used in straw bale building are straw, wood, clay and sand. All of these 

materials mostly could be found in the area where you are building your house or nearby.  

 

Straw is the stalk of any grain plant (oat, wheat, 

rice, barley, etc.). Straw is high in cellulose, 

similar to wood, and is therefore not digestible by 

animals. This is different from hay, which is a food 

source for many animals. Never use hay instead of 

straw! 

 

Straw bales are compressed into a rectangular 

cube and bound by two or three cords. It can be 

made of different measurement, mostly from 60 to 120 cm. long, about 50 cm wide and about 35 

cm high. Its weight is about 18-47 kg. Straw bale must be dry, without grain and hay, very well 

pressed. It is very important to protect your straw bales from moisture because if the moisture in 

it makes more than 20%, the mould can grow and spread inside it. Rodents do not like straw, 

expecially rye straw. If you are still afraid of it, you can use a lime to prevent it. 

 

The straw is compressed by special a device (see pic. 1) or you can make the device by yourself 

(straw hand baler) (see pic. 2). It is recommended to compress bales no longer than 100 cm and no 

shorter than 80 cm. In the first case, the bales will be too heavy and in the second case, there will 

be difficulties to compress them very well. 
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Pic. No 1. Special device to compress 

bales 

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/vN94W6KaDRA/

mqdefault.jpg 

Pic. No 2. Straw hand baler 

http://www.battenproducts.com/straw_

baler_018.jpg 

 

Wood. You can use lumber, wood for construction or timber logs. The first two kinds of wood are 

more expensive and need more energy costs. Timber logs can be also used for constructive work, 

and they are cheaper than lumber and can be worked with ace and saw.  

 

Sand. The best sand for building is with particles no larger than 3 mm. The mix of different 

diamater particles is preferred because small particles fill the gaps between the bigger ones and the 

mix becomes harder. Sharp, ribbed particles are preferred to circular because they cohere in a 

better way. The beach sand is not the best choice. The best place to excavate sand is a river bank 

or quarry. 

 

Clay. We used a small amount of it, but it is a very important material because it is used as adhesive 

in the mixes and binds everything into the smooth paste. You can read more about clay and how 

to use it in the “Cob houses” chapter. 

 

Tools: 

 

Straw bale needle for splitting bales. When building with straw bales, you will often need to 

split bales. Pushing a twine through the middle of the bale requires a bale needle. A bale needle is 

a steel pin of about 80 cm long and 10 to 12 mm wide. It has two holes or hooks near the top and 

a handle perpendicular to the other end of the pin. 

 

Drawknife and shaving horse. Straw bale structures, especially load bearing structures, are often 

reinforced with hazel pins. It is important for these pins to be pointed and free of bark. That is 

where a drawknife and a shaving horse come in handy. 
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Moisture meter. If you want to know if your bales are sufficiently dry,  a hay moisture meter can 

help you with that. 

 

Big wooden hammer. A big wooden hammer is really handy for putting the bales in place. 

 

Plastic strapping tensioner. A plastic strapping tensioner is needed in load bearing wall 

construction to compress the bales between the base and top plate into a more stable structure. 

 

Stucco sprayer. Bales need to be protected from the elements as soon as possible. This can be 

done by hand, but a stucco sprayer is so much faster to work with.  

 

Straw hand baler (see pic. 2). 

 

LOAD BEARING STRAW BALE CONSTRUCTION 

 

Context. It is one of the fastest and cheapest eco-building methods. Straw bales are just laid as 

bricks to the wall. Two or three people can build walls in several days, and your house could be 

built in two or three weeks. The materials for this kind of building could be found just in the 

building area or nearby. You can cultivate the straw by yourself or you can order it from the 

farmers. You can buy the wood in the nearest sawmill or find in the forest depending on what kind 

of building you are planning. The same situation is with clay and sand. 

 

Straw bale is a durable enough and stable constructive material. Scientific studies have shown that 

reinforced and plastered non-load-bearing straw bales wall is compatible with all construction 

standards. On this type of wall you can construct the roof of the weight up to 12 tons. 

 

The advantages of non-load-bearing construction:  

It is a quick and cheap process;  

The wall is smooth and more hermetic than in load-bearing construction;  

Lower work and operating costs. 

 

The disadvantages of non-load-bearing construction: 

The process depends on the weather – dry or wet. Walls can be constructed only in good, 

dry weather and they must be protected from rain and other kind of moisture till the roof is 

made. There is one solution – build your roof on temporary studs which would be a little 

higher and wider than the walls, and after constructing them you just lay down your roof on 

the walls. 

The measurements of your house are limited too. It is not recommended to construct higher 

than 6 m walls (two or more-storey houses are not recommended). The windows cannot 

makemore than 50% of your wall`s area. 

 

Process. First of all you must be sure if you have got all tools and materials you will need. 

 

Foundation. The second stage is to construct foundation for your house. There is no need for any 

specific foundation; it can be the same as in traditional building. 
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Making the base plate. The base plate (see 

pic. 3) is a construction of a wooden box. It is 

made from balk, OSB panel (optional) and 

straw, expanded clay or another insulating 

material as filler. The base plate is attached to 

the foundation. 

 

Pic. 3. The view of base plate on foundation 

https://fennelnfrecklenitalia.wordpress.com/ 

2013/08/13/the-house-aka-bathroom-of-

straw-part-1/ 

 

First of all, you must lay any kind of flashing on the foundation and only then install the base plate. 

You will need a base plate for two reasons: it is used to compress the wall after it is built and as 

supplementary protection against moisture that rises up from the foundation. 

 

The base plate is made from balks. Its measurements depend on your straw bales (width and 

length). The balks are usually of 5x10 (15) cm and must be put on the outside and inside edges of 

the foundation. The base plate is pegged down by an anchor or dowel to the foundation (see pic. 

4).  

 

First of all, you must lay any kind of flashing on the foundation and only then install the base plate. 

You will need a base plate for two reasons: it is used to compress the wall after it is built and as 

supplementary protection against moisture that 

rises up from the foundation. 

 

The base plate is made from balks. Its 

measurements depend on your straw bales (width 

and length). The balks are usually of 5x10 (15) cm 

and must be put on the outside and inside edges of 

the foundation. The base plate is pegged down by 

an anchor or dowel to the foundation (see pic. 4).  

 

Pic. 4. Base plate is pegged down by anchor 

 

The balks are dovetailed in the corners of the construction or connected by constructive angles. 

The space between the balks is filled with straw, expanded clay or another insulating material to 

prevent the cold air get into your house through this element of construction. You can choose to 

cover the bottom and top of the base plate by OSB but it is not necessary. It is important to plan 

and make cut outs in the top cover of the base plate for the reinforcement of stakes on which the 

first layer of straw bales will be installed (see pic. 6). The cut outs are required for the door frame 

as well. You will need to check if the corners of the base plate are right and the flat is horizontal 

after the base plate is installed. You can do it with the level and angle measuring tool. 

 

You can make cut outs in the balks for compression straps (see pic. 5) which will be needed after 

your wall is made. 
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Important: any metallic parts that are protruding 

from the base plate must be sealed to avoid 

moisture from the foundation. You can do it, for 

example, with bitumen.  

 

Straw bale construction: Straw bales are stacked 

not in the way to build a pillar. They must be 

stacked like bricks in the wall. Every layer of 

bales must cover the vertical seams between 

bales. It is very important because the wall 

becomes smooth and monolithic in this case. It 

does not matter what kind of blocks will be used 

as that is a universal rule for the bricklaying work.  

 

Pic No 5. Cut outs for compression straps 

https://suffolkstrawbaleholidaycottage.wordpress.com/ 

 

Stack your bales on the flat side; they must be directly in line with the outside edge of the 

foundation. 

 

You will need to stack your bales in different ways if they are compressed uneven (one side is 

higher than another). You must stack your bales with the higher side in one row, then the bales 

with the lower side in the next row and so on. It is possible to make your walls horizontal 

constructing in that way.  

 

You must construct reinforcement stakes to your base 

plate before you start to stack the first row of bales. The 

stacks must be about 30 cm long (high). It is practical 

to make from from a nut-tree. You must mark the 

places on your bales for the stacks if you want to put 

straw bales without problems from the first time.  

 

Pic. 6. Reinforcement stakes for the first layer of straw 

bales with hazel pins 

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-HJWbpxD- 

mvQ/UMUH0AhMEcI/AAAAAAAAAaI/ 

A7bRNfDN5Es/s1600/DSC06797.JPG 

 

http://collinsand.blogspot.lt/p/aberdeen.html 

 

Stacking bales must start from the corners and doors 

(windows) frames as in the traditional bricklaying 

work. It is highly recommended to examine every bale 

https://suffolkstrawbaleholidaycottage.wordpress.com/
http://collinsand.blogspot.lt/p/aberdeen.html
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before you put it to the wall to see if it is compressed enough, if it is enough dry and if there is no 

grass or hey in it. The bale cannot be used if any mentioned impurity. 

 

The corners of walls could be fixed with deals when the first row of bales is installed (see pic. 7). 

It will help to be sure if the walls are 

constructed in the right way and are 

perpendicular. This tool is not 

necessary but it can help to make your 

work easier. 

 

Pic. 7. Deals in the corners of the 

wall http://straw-bale-house-building-

workshop.com/ 

 

 

Bales in the wall must be reinforced by stakes, they 

are beaten perpendicularly to the bales – two stakes 

to every bale (see pic. 8). 

 

Pic. 8 Reinforcement stakes 

http://www.wikihow.com/Build-a-Straw-Bale-

House 

 

There are some ways to do this. If you choose to 

reinforce every row of bales, you must use shorter 

stakes (about 60 cm) and at the end just beat long stakes over the entire height of the wall. You 

can beat shorter stakes – about 100-150 cm long to every second row of bales, starting from the 

second row. You can reinforce the corner bales by beating U-shaped staves to them (see pic. 9). 

 

Important: when you stack all bales to the wall, examine every 

vertical seam between them to see if it is hermetic, especialy 

by the doors and windows frames. If they are not, fill straw in 

these places.  

 

When all bales are stacked to the wall and reinforced by stakes, 

lay the waterproof membrane on the top of the wall. It will 

protect from moisture until the roof is made. It is also 

recommended not to remove it because the walls could be 

protected from moisture in the case of bad quality or damaged 

roof. 

 

Compress wall. The top plate must be made on the top of the 

wall when all bales are stacked and reinforced by stakes. The 

top plate constructing rools are the same as with the basic plate. 

After that, you will have to compress your wall in 

perpendicular and horizontal ways. The compression could be 

http://straw-bale-house-building-workshop.com/
http://straw-bale-house-building-workshop.com/
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made with tension ropes (at least three picks per wall), wires or any other material you can imagine. 

The main point is to surround the base plate and top plate with these materials and evenly to 

compress your walls, to be in the same level. You will have to accurately test the perpendicularity 

and the level of your walls during the compression and if it is necessary – to flatten the wall. You 

can do it with a big hand-made wooden hammer. 

 

Fixing the wall is necessary after the compression is over. You can do it with a perpendicular balk, 

metallic rails and so on (see pic. 10, 11 and 12) by fixing them to the bottom and top plates from 

the both sides of the walls. 

 

 

 

Pic. No. 10 Fixing with the balks. Pic. No 11. Fixing with the metallic rails. 

http://www.caneloproject.com/december-guests-

from-japan-to-canelo/ 
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Pic. 13. Compressing and fixing with tension ropes 

http://greenstone-design.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/straw-bale-building-compression-

620x465.jpg 

 

Frames for doors and windows. The doors and windows frames must be installed in walls as 

well. The frames could be made of deals, balks, OSB plates or other material you have. Two 

different kinds of frames could be made: load- bearing and non-load-bearing frames. It is a 

personal decision which to choose. Normally, bales could be stacked directly on the load-bearing 

frames. If you choose to make non-load-bearing frames, you will need to make and install lintels 

over them. Lintels could be made of the same materials as frames. 

 

 

Load-bearing door frame:  

1 — fixing elements - holes for fixing the frame to the foundation  

2 — the place for making additional perpendicular balk if you 

need it  

3 — the fill of straw  

4 — plywood or OSB plate 
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Load-bearing window frame  

It is made of 5 cm thick deals. If the window frame is wider, you 

can choose a deal of different measures (bigger, of course). 

 

Non-load-bearing door frame with lintel  

The frame is made of plywood and deals; it is fixed to the 

foundation by 5x10 cm balk or metallic angles. On the top of the frame 

a lintel is installed which is half longer than the width of the frame but 

not shorter than 60 cm. The frame can be joined to the wall by metallic 

mesh for the reinforcement of this joint and angles. 

 

Non load bearing door frame with linktel:  

1 — metallic mesh  

2 — the second layer of plywood on the top of the frame  

3 — temporary reinforcement of the angle (for the frame 

perpendicularity)  

4 — additional rebundle of bales if you choose to make the corners 

round  

5 — horizontal stakes 15 mm in diameter and 30 cm long  

6 — the inside windowsill. 

 

Build It with Bales: Version Two: A Step-By-Step Guide to Straw-Bale Construction – July, 1998 

by Matts Myhrman and S. O. MacDonald 

 

It is important! Attention to the installation of windows and door frames! 

 

The door frame must be fixed to the foundation and the base plate before starting to stack straw 

bales.  

It is very important to lay waterproof membrane under the window frame on the top of the bales.  

It is recomended to install horizontal stakes 15 mm in diameter and 30 cm long to the perpendicular 

outsides of the frames. 
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The lintel must be a half longer than the width 

of the frame but not shorter than 60 cm and 

placed on the top of the wall over the frame. 

 

When the frames of windows and/or doors are 

installed, the bales are stacked as well.  

 

During the installation of bales you may need 

splitting bales to shorter parts. To make a part-

bale, the bale is not actually “cut”; the bale is re-

tied, the original ties cut, and then separated into two pieces (see pic. 14): 

 

Slots on the needle should point towards the ends, not the sides, of the bale; 

After inserting the first piece of twine (on needle entry), lay the ends of the twine towards 

one end of the bale; 

Similarly, lay the ends of the second piece of twine (on needle extraction) towards the other 

end of the bale; 

The process of tying twine around must be done strictly; it means you must surround the 

bale with one twine, then immediately put the other piece of twine around the bale. 

 

 
 

Pic. No 14. Splitting Bale. 

http://www.buildwithbales.com/straw-bale-wall-system.html 

 

After the walls are done, you may need to trim them to smooth the flat of the walls. If you 

decide not to trim the walls, you will need more plaster to flatten them. 

 

 

 

 

1. 
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 Pic. 15. Trimming the straw bale wall 

http://harvesthomes.ca/service/item/straw-bale-

building/ 

 

Important: the bales’ protection for a lifelong building 

is a top priority. The very first highly recommended 

thing is to plaster your walls as immediatelly as 

possible. The plaster stands for the moisture protection 

and also it does not let the walls to subside (it can 

happen in one or two months without plaster). 

 

Plastering. Choosing a plaster system for straw bale 

house is a practical and an aesthetic thing. The choice 

should be predictable. The system should be dictated by 

the choice of the plaster, the style of application and the 

plastering crew’s personal preferences. Plastering 

systems include components and techniques such as 

flashings, mesh, fiber and bridging voids, finishing 

methods, paints and sealers. The two most common 

plasters used for straw bale houses today are lime-based 

plasters and clay-based plasters. Cement-based plasters are used occasionally because they are not 

ideally suited for straw bale walls. This material accumulates moisture so a cement-based plaster 

wall is less breathable. 

 

Traditional eco-building example in Hungary is whitewashed buildings as a kind of finishing 

contruction process. In this case whitewashing acts as vapour barrier. Therefore, at the very 

beginning of the constructing process of a straw house, wetness conditions must be evaluated to 

choose the layer of lime plaster. It must be measured very carefully, otherwise the wetness could 

be locked in the straw walls and cause lots of problems in the future, such as rot, mould, etc. 

 

The earthen mix consisting of about 25% to 30% of clay and the rest part of sand and silt, also 

very little or no organic material is good to be used as plaster mix. The mix of these proportions 

will feel much more like sand than clay.  

 

There are three usual and main coats/covers of plaster. The primary goal for the 1st coat of plaster 

is to create the bond between clay and straw. The goal for the second coat is to shape and sculpt 

the wall in the way you would like it to look. The finishing cover is for achieving your textures 

and a colour as well. 

 

Recommended:  

Protect the corners and every other vulnerable place (for example, walls around your doors and 

windows) by installing a metallic mesh before plastering. 

 

Put a little amount of cow manure to the clay plaster mix to prevent cracking. You will need one 

part of manure to ten parts of the clay plaster mix. Don`t be afraid of stink. The smell will be gone 

after the plaster dries. 
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Form bricks from clay, sand and straw mixture which left after the plastering work, dry them and 

keep in a dry store place. So, you will have an extra mixture if you need some corrections in the 

plaster layer later. As an example of this suggestion is the eco-building activity in Hungary, 

Gömörszőlős where during the three-day 

workshop the participants broke dried 

adobe bricks, added water and mixed a 

pulp from them. Using this pulp they 

corrected the insulation of the film tent. 

 

Pic. 16. Participants of Gömörszőlős 

camp in Hungary break adobe bricks. 

Source: 

http://www.egyutthato.eu/projektek/At-

Home/kirandulas?chlang=hu 

 

 

 

 

STRAW BALE INFILL CONSTRUCTION 

 

The second way to construct your home with straw bales is non-load-bearing or straw bale infill 

method. This method is safer and more reliable than load-bearing. You can build a house of very 

different forms which means there are no limits to its size. 

 

Materials and tools used in straw bale infill construction are the same as in the load-bearing 

construction. 

 

The first step is to construct and install a foundation, then – a framework and a roof. 

 

Framework and the roof 

 

First of all you must construct a framework on the foundation and the next step is roof constructing. 

These processes are the same as in the traditional building. If you are a curious, teachable and 

ingenious person it will not be a problem to do 

it by yourself. Collected information about it 

and basic skills is all you need. 

 

Pic. 1. Single framework from round timber 

https://www.facebook.com/kovrikov/ 

media_set?set=a.10151394862846244.107374 

1826.562661243&type=3 

 

Studs of the framework could be single 

(see pic. 1) or duplex (truss-type) (see pic. 2). 

Single studs are installed in any position of the 

wall – inside, outside or within the straw bale 
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wall. Duplex studs are made along the width of the straw bale (wall) and the bale stacks in between. 

It is recommended to make steps between duplex studs depending on the length of your straw 

bales.  

 

 

  
 

Pic. 2. Duplex (truss-type) studs 

 

Recommendations: 

 

It is highly recommended not to plan the framework by yourself unless you are skilled enough in 

this matter. Let it to be done by a professional construktor. A specialist could give you estimation 

for building the framework and detailed directions concerning the length of steps between studs, 

the diameter and so on. 

 

You should determine the measurements of your straw bales before you plan the framework 

according to your bales. It will save a big amount of your time in future when you start installing 

your bale walls. 

 

Try to make your bales a little bit longer (till 5 cm) than the step between the studs. It is useful if 

you have stacked the bales by force in the wall between the stacks to prevent gaps in these places. 

 

When the framework and the roof are made, you can use that construction as a storehouse for your 

straw bales. Under the roof they will be protected from rain and any kind of moisture.  

 

 

 

 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-C-H84jNFuTA/UVW5yY2oGdI/AAAAAAAAP5Y/is9yqrD1ow4/s1600/100_1361.JPG
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Stacking straw bales 

 

If your decision is to make the framework 

of duplex (truss-type) studs, you must stack 

the bales in columns (see pic. 3) between 

them. If your framework is single or the 

step between the studs is big enough, stack 

the bales like bricks. 

 

Pic. 3. Straw bales stacked in columns 

http://www.naturalbuilding.com/natural-

building/straw-bale/ 

 

During stacking the bales, the gaps 

between the studs form naturally in places 

where the studs stand. These gaps must be 

choked by separated straw very well. Do it 

after installing every row because later, when the wall is built, this will be very hard or even 

impossible.  

 

Straw bales must be reinforced in the 

construction in the same way as in load 

bearing construction with the hazel pins. 

The walls could be stabilized with wires 

or other similar materials by tying the 

bales to the stacks. You can do it by tying 

vertical wooden posts to the studs too. 

You may need to do this to prevent your 

wall from tumbling. 

 

 

Pic. 4. The Wall Stabilizers 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/ 

487303622151663577/ 

 

Compressing straw bales in the wall 

 

Straw bales must be compressed in the wall after they are installed as in the load-bearing 

construction. However, this method works in a different way. Straw bales must be compressed in 

the framework every three rows after they are fixed in the wall.  

 

The compression can be made with straps and a strapping tensioner. At least three or more straps 

per wall are recommended to be used. When the compression is made, you must lay deals on the 

top of compressed bales and fix them by screwing to the studs. The fixed deals must be left in the 

wall, and the next row of bales is ready to be installed. This procedure must be repeated every two 

or three rows. 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/
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The compression of the straw bale wall can be made with a pneumatic jack. You will need at least 

two ones. When you have installed three rows of bales, put two narrow deals on. The jack must be 

put between the deals and the top of the framework. The bales are ready to be compressed and 

fixed by screwing deals to the studs. The procedure must be repeated every two or three rows. 

 

Installation of the last row of straw bales  

When you install next-to-last row, you must compress and fix it as described above.  

 

Recommendation: It is important to evaluate the height of your framework before construction. 

Remember it must be a little bit smaller than the compressed bales will admit in it.  

It is recommended to mark the level of every third compressed bale row to leave the last row 

lower (about 5 cm). Then put a tin sheet on the top of the next-to-last row and stud the straw bale. 

When the bale is already installed, you will just have to pull out the tin sheet and repeat the process 

with every bale in the last row. 

It is very important to install the last row of straw bales scrupulously and tight to prevent 

gaps in the wall. 

 

Plastering. The same solution with plastering could be used as in the load-bearing construction. 

 

 

COB AND ADOBE HOUSES 

 

Other eco methods for building is with raw earth, the world's commonest construction material. It 

is adobe and cob. The basic difference between them is that adobe is formed into rectangular bricks 

which are dried in the sun before being used, while cob is built wet. Cob therefore lends itself to 

organic shapes: curved walls, arches and vaults. Building with cob is a sensory and aesthetic 

experience like sculpting with clay. You can add on, cut out or reshape at any time, even after the 

cob is dry. Cob is well-suited for cool damp climates like its native Britain; its resistance to rain 

and cold makes cob well-suited in all cold parts of the world. 

 

Cob construction is particularly easy to learn. No fancy equipment is required, local materials are 

used and it could be done in small groups of friends or family as an opportunity to spend time 

together making it extremely accessible to a wide range of people. It is not only a building process, 

it is a kind of activity which is useful not only for building home or other types of buildings, but 

also getting new skills and experiences in many kinds of competences. 

 

Can you build a house by yourself? You definitely not need serious building experience to build 

with cob. Cob is so easy to work with. This method does not oblige you to be very strict, presicious 

and professional; even if mistakes are made, they could be fixed easily in contrast to building with 

bricks. The main thing you have to learn is to keep your walls exactly vertical. If it happens that 

the wall goes slightly out, it is simple to shave off some cob with an old saw or add a bit more cob 

to make the wall vertical again. 

 

The main disadvantage of cob is that you must protect cob walls from rain and plan a wide roof. 

Strong long-lasting rain can wash out part of the wall and make a big damage to it.  
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This method of building requires a lot of slog and patience. It is like creation process which cannot 

happen quickly but the result could surprise you very much. 

 

It is not recommended to build a large living structure using only cob method in a cold region such 

as Lithuania. Cob is a great thermal mass but of poor insulation value. In regions where the sun 

does not shine for extended periods and it is quite cold such cob building will lose a lot of heat 

through cob walls. A more efficient approach could be to make most of the exterior walls out of a 

more insulating material such as straw bale. Cob can be used for interior walls, for sculptural 

details on the bale walls and possibly for some south-facing exterior walls. 

 

Cob is a mixture of clay, sand, straw and water: clay is the binder, sand gives the mixture strength, 

straw provides tensile strength (think of rebar) and water helps to activate the clay to hold the 

mixture together while building.  

 

There are two kinds of cob used for building houses. The first is called “heavy cob”. About 75% 

of this kind of cob is made of sandy aggregate, the other 25% - of clay and straw. The second 

variant of cob is called “light clay”. It is made of the same long fibers of straw which are tossed 

like spaghetti with a sauce of clay slip. The idea is to coat straw fibers with enough clay to get 

them stick together but not so much that it makes a gummy clump. 

 

  
Heavy Cob.  "light hemp clay" 

Photos from The camp – „Cob house building“ and „Hemp in construction“ 

 

During the implementation of the project “At home with nature” association Žali.Lt organized two 

practical camps. There were two kind of cob houses building tested. Different materials used in 

the mix of cob – straw and hemp.  
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Materials needed: 

 Clay 

The most common question is about soil in the area around. 

Sometimes people think it is hard to test if there is enough clay in 

touse it for building. The best and cheapest method is to test it 

empirically. Just take some amount of wet soil and mix it very well. 

If the mix is gummy and a little bit shiny, there is some clay in the 

soil. Some more tests are offered to examine the soil: 

Snake test 

You can do a quick soil test by trying to make a ball out of a handful 

of subsoil. If you can pack it tight without it crumbling it has some 

clay. If you can roll it into a skinny snake, then it has more clay and 

if you can bend the snake into a doughnut, you have even more clay. 

If your soil falls apart when you are trying to make a snake, you may 

not have enough clay.  

 

Pressing test 

 

Just put your wet soil into your hands and press it 

hard. If there is clay in the soil, the wisp will spread 

between fingers like spaghetti.  

 

 

Hairy hand test 

 

Just smudge your hands with very wet soil and let them dry, then try to clean your hands. If the 

soil crumbles off your hands, there is too little clay in it.  

 

Shake test 

 

More accurate test is to excavate some subsoil to put into a mason jar filled with water. Fill up the 

mason jar with water and put the cap back on tightly. After that, shake up the soil vigorously for 1 

minute, then set the jar down on a level surface to settle. Within a few minutes, you will start to 

see the sand layer developed. Some hours later you will see the silt layer start to develop, and 

within 12-24 hours, you will see the clay layer that will be the top layer. The clay layer can be a 

bit hard to see, so it is a good thing to put your jar up to the light to see the layer. Be careful not to 

shake it up as you do this.  

 

The soil with enough clay must be prepared for building. It is a very good idea to leave clay outside 

during the winter. If the clay freezes enough, it becomes easier to work with it. 

 Inorganic aggregates: sand, gravel, ceramsite.  

 Organic aggregates: straw, hemp, reeds, needles, sawdust. 

 The water. 

 Making light straw/clay.  
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You must use one part of clay and 2-3 parts of sand (gravel). The amount of straw is optional. The 

construction made of more straw will be lighter and the work will be easier. 

 

  
Hemp fibre made from hemps stares for cob. Photo from The camp – „Hemp in construction“ 

 

Mixing light straw/clay.: 

1. Split the clay into small particles so that it mixes with water easily. 

2. Mix up slurry of clay and water. Any soil that is mostly clay will also work. The 

consistency should be like cream or a thin milk shake. 

3. Spread the straw out on the ground. Dampen the straw with a spray nozzle if available. 

4. Pour (drizzle) the slurry over the straw, then toss and mix the straw so that it becomes 

lightly coated. Ordinary garden rakes work well. The clay should coat the straw only very lightly. 

This is NOT adobe. Proportions could be 5-10% of clay and 90-95% of straw. It is normal that you 

can hardly see the clay in dried wall, do not worry as it binds the straw together very well. 

 

  
Making light clay with hemp fibers. “Hemp in construction” camp photos 
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Making cob mix. It is very important to use the right ratio of clay and sand in your cob mix - if 

there is too much sand, it will not stick together and will dry flaky, if there is too much clay, it will 

shrink too much while drying and crack significantly. Each clay is different so it is important to 

experiment before you start building. The basic formula to use is: 1.5 parts of sand to 1 part of 

clay. If the clay is very sticky you may use up to 2 or 2.5 parts of sand to 1 part of clay. If the clay 

is not very sticky, 1 to 1 proportions could be fine. The best way to measure out the ratios is to use 

buckets (i.e. 1.5 buckets of sand to 1 bucket of clay).  

 

Mix your clay and sand together. Start off by dumping the clay and sorting it to pick out any large 

rocks, vegetation or other things you do not want to step on. Once the clay is sifted, add the sand 

and mix the material back and forth while adding water. Don't add too much water at any time - 

you have to make sure it gets evenly mixed. Once the cob is flattened, it is time to make the mix 

again. Remember that the final goal is to use the clay to bind it with the sand as much as possible. 

  

  

Mixing cob with Bobcat. “Cob house building” camp Photos 

 

After mixing and adding water make a “ball test”. Mix together a ball of cob and throw it up in the 

air. You should be able to catch the ball in your hand it having maintained its shape. If it cracks a 

little, that is a good sign! That means the mixture is binding well but there is as much sand as you 

can fit for the clay that you have. 

 

The last step is to add straw. One straw bale will be more than adequate for the typical bench. Add 

a good handful of straw to the mixture and mix it up.  

 

Process: 

 

Foundation 

The second stage is to construct foundation for your house. There is no need for any specific 

foundation for this kind of buildings and it could be constructed in a traditional way. You must 

know that “heavy cob” walls are heavy and the foundation must be more durable. 

There is a common rule for installing foundation. It must be about 10 cm wider than the wall. 
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Concrete framework for cob house. 

Photo from the camp “Cob house 

building“ 

 

Framework. Cob walls are self-

supporting constructions therefore 

you will need to install a framework 

for the roof. The studs of the 

framework are installed inside the 

wall. The construction of the 

framework can be the same as in a 

straw bale building, made from 

wood, concrete or other suitable 

material. 

 

The cheapest way to install framework (see pic below) is to use roundwood about 8-15 cm in 

diameter as studs and the branches to reinforce them. You can find needed trees around. Before 

cutting them you have to get permission by the local rules and after cutting let them dry. This kind 

of house was built in Lithuania. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

The cheapest framework in the world  

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=oa.4898109

07729094&type=1 
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Another example of the cheapest cob house building from partners in Turkey 

 

Context 

 

This house is simple, economical and ecological and it can be built in one 

month. 

Materials Wood, stone, soil, water, bush 

Process 

 

1. Location levelling  

2. Location plan 

3. The gravel of the base 

4. Wall thickening, placement of poles 

5. Forming the wall 

6.  Windows 

7. Preparation of the slurry wall          

8. Mud plastering, the walls of shrub 

9. Roof poles 

10.  Roof boards nailed 

11. Last plaster of the wall 

12. Roof insulation 

 

Source: www.bianet.org/biamag/cevre/ 
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Filling the wall with cob 
 

It is recommended to make the cob wall about 30-50 cm thick. If the wall is wider, the problem 

will be to dry it and there will also be danger of mould.  

 

You will need to install planking on both sides of the wall where you will put your cob. The cob 

must be applied layer-by-layer. After one layer is installed, you must thicken/press it. It could be 

done by foot or wooden pole. It is important to know that cob cannot be too wet. Note that the 

drier the cob mixture, the higher you can build in one day.  

 

  
Planking for cob. Photos from camps “Cob house building” and “Hemp in construction” 

 

It is recommended to build one layer per day which cannot be higher than about 25 cm. After it is 

installed you must wait for it to dry. The drying time depends on many conditions: weather, kind 

of cob, etc. If you choose to put “light straw/clay”, there will be no limitations to the height of each 

level. 

 

Installing windows and doors into a cob building is pretty easy: 

 

1) Build the cob up to the level where you want your window to start.  

2) Hammer nails or other reinforcement onto your window and door frames. This will anchor 

your window/door into the cob.  

3) Make sure the door/window is in the right and correct vertical and horizontal position. 

4) Continue building your cob up in layers - each layer going all the way around the building 

before starting on the next layer. Don't be tempted to just build the cob up around the windows - 

it makes it tricker and weaker in the long run. 

5). It is recommended to reinforce window/door frames by installing a lintel over them and 

the sides - by installing a metallic mesh. 
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Reinforcement of the corner by mesh. Photo 

from the camp “Cob house building” 

 

Important: You will probably want to 

protect your walls from rodents. Do it by 

installing 1,5 m high metallic mesh on the 

bottom part of the wall. Various materials 

could be added to avoid rodents in the mix of 

cob. 

 

It is highly recommended to wet all the 

wooden parts with antiseptics for 

waterproofness.  

 

It is necessary to install waterproof 

membrane on the walls under window and 

door frames.  

 

You can plaster the walls only after they are 

totally dry because cob tends to subside. It 

may last for half a year or even the whole 

year depending on weather conditions. 

 

Plastering. There are lots of different ways to plaster walls and lots of different ways to mix 

earthen plasters. Earthen plasters provide a beautiful, soft and organic finishing touch to your 

house. Simple natural plaster can be mixed from ingredients straight from the earth, including 

sand, clay and fibers, such as straw, cattail fluff or even cow manure. 

 

Another similar kind of cob building method is an adobe house. This type is a typical traditional 

ecological building in Turkey. The building of adobe houses may be commonly seen in places 

where precipitation is low and drought is high. This kind of houses can be observed in southeastern 

Anatolia and Central Anatolia Regions.  

 

In general, the main materials used for adobe houses are hay, clay, water and wood. The principle 

of building this kind of house is kind of simple: at the beginning the clay is mixed with hay and 

water, after that this “mud” is compressed into moulds and left to dry in the sun. After some time, 

when it is already dry, you can start building the construction from the moulds and strenghening 

it with wooden beams. For finishing this type of house and giving a pretty and tidy image, you 

usually whitewash the walls. Building an adobe house takes one to two months. 
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The process of making adobe bricks 

bizimbahcemiz.wordpress.com 

 

  

The process of building adobe house 

www.ada-muhendislik.net 
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CORDWOOD BUILDING 

 

Cordwood construction (also 

called "cordwood masonry," 

"stackwall construction", 

"stovewood construction" or 

"stackwood construction") is a 

term used for a natural building 

method in which "cordwood" or 

short pieces of debarked tree are 

laid up crosswise with masonry or 

cob mixtures to build a wall. This 

technique is commonly used to 

build homes, barns and saunas - 

just about any structure that uses 

above grade walls. Although a 

cordwood house uses natural 

resources, it is made of materials 

that you can "harvest" yourself. 

There is nothing wrong with 

thinning trees from a woodlot 

when a woodlot is managed 

properly. By cutting your own wood, you have control over preventing any ecological damage to 

the land and animals. You can also recycle glass bottles and use them in construction of your walls. 

The walls look nice with colourful bottles. 

Disadvantages of building a cordwood house are: building a cordwood house will take more time 

than to build a conventional house; building permits - most people (including building inspectors) 

have never heard nor seen a cordwood house and are surely going to be sceptical of its integrity. 

Materials 

Cordwood. It is best to use some softwood - cedar, fir, pine, larch, alder or poplar.  

It is possible to use a kind of hardwood (oak, ash, fruittrees) in certain circumstances. If the 

hardwood is extremely dry, there is a chance that the wood will significantly expand causing 

structural damage to the walls. The hardwood must dry for only months instead of years. 

Wood typically dries in 6 to 12 months depending on the species and weather conditions and it 

must be under protective cover. To check if wood is ready to build, just take two pieces of wood 

and hit them to each other - they should make a “clinking” sound. If it makes “thud”, probably it 

is still too green. 

Chipped cordwood dries faster but it tends to absorb moisture better when installed in the wall 

construction. It can be the reason of cracking your walls. 

Photo:http://www.daycreek.com 

/dc/images/photoalbum/Exterior 

Album/images/DC_Exterior046.jpg 
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Before placing in the wall, spray or soak the cordwood in borax. It acts as an insecticide, a wood 

preservative and a fungicide. Use one cup of Borax (borate) mixed in a litre of hot water. This can 

be sprayed on, or the logs can be dipped in the solution.  

Bottles (optional). Some builders like the look of adding colorful bottles to the wall. Bottle-ends 

as they are called is nothing more than two bottles (necks inwards) wrapped in tubing, mortared 

into the wall. If you want to use coloured bottles, make sure that one end is clear otherwise they 

will be too dark. They help the outside light enter a dark room and can be even stored in the 

bathroom walls. 

Mortar. Choosing the correct mortar mix perhaps is the most critical aspect of cordwood 

construction. Mortar must be soft or a little flexible, not straight concrete or brick mud because the 

logs continually shrink and swell. 

Cement-based mortar: 3 parts of fine sand, 1 part of Portland cement, 1 part of hydrated lime, 3 

parts of damp sawdust and enough water to make a thick, workable mud. 

Cob mortar: the cob mix proportions (2 of sand, 1 of clay, 1 of sawdust and straw). All ingredients 

are mixed and stomped. 

Sawdust is used as insulation. 

 

PROCESS 

Once a proper foundation has been poured which rises 30-50 cm above ground level with a splash 

guard, construction of the walls can begin. The wall can be 30 to 80 cm wide; it depends on a kind 

of building you plan to build. 

Cordwood walls can be made as load-bearing construction as well, usually no framework is 

needed. But if you want, you can make it. It is not advisable to make cordwood walls as load-

bearing in a seismic area but The Europe is safe enough for it. The framework allows you to do 

the cordwood masonry “out of the elements”, it also gives you a covered space to store all of your 

log-ends, tools and supplies. It affords an opportunity to build one section of the wall at a time. 
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Two parallel 8 to 10 cm beads of 

mortar are laid down along the 

foundation. Place the logs next to 

each other horizontally on top with 

consistent mortar gaps, protruding 

no more than 3 cm on the inside and 

outside of the wall. Make sure to use 

mortar only on the outside and inside 

one-third of logs. Leave the middle 

clear and empty. Another layer of 

mortar is spread, then insulation 

poured in between, more logs follow 

and so on. 

 

 

First row. 

http://avax.news/educative/cordwood_ 

construction_natural_building.html 

http://avax.news/pictures/114459 

 

Make sure 

you leave open/enough spaces for the doors and 

windows. Place the sawdust insulation in between 

the two layers of mortar. 

With insulation 

http://avax.news/educative/cordwood_ 

construction_natural_building.html 

 

 

Seal the crevices around the windows and doors. Reinforce your walls in the corners. 

 

 

Reinforced corners and window 

www.cordwoodconstruction.org 

 

 

If you want tiny gaps between 

cordwood, use a less diameter 

logs. 

Non-load-bearing wall with framework 

http://avax.news/educative/cordwood_construction_nat

ural_building.html http://avax.news/pictures/114466 

http://avax.news/pictures/114459
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If you want tiny gaps between cordwood, use smaller diameter logs. 

If you are doubt about tightness, you may install double wall with the layer of insulative inside 

(till 20 cm width). You can use hemp or wood fiber plates for this aim. It is recommended to install 

a barrier against vapour and wind as well. 

It is very important to repair all cracks which may appear in your cordwood wall.  

Install the roof which could be made of standard roofing material. Make the roof with wide open 

cornice to prevent your walls from direct rain.  

 

STONE HOUSES 

 

Traditional Turkish house is a style of housing that is formed and continued for around 500 years 

in Rumelia and Anatolia regions within the borders of Ottoman Empire and evident with its own 

properties. Turkish houses have immensely developed within this period, and have generated 

different styles in the regions they spreaded out where the climate, nature and culture show 

differences. Respect of traditional Turkish houses for mankind, nature and the environment is 

accepted as one of its basic principles. 

 

Regional properties that depend on climate, geographical factors, lifestyle and construction 

material revealed various plan types. There are a few types of typical traditional ecological 

building in Turkey and the most popular are adobe houses, wooden houses and stone houses. 

 

One type of traditional Turkish building is stone houses. They were and are being built in Eastern 

Anatolia where in cold winters and too hot summers, stones preserve heat inside or cool 

temperature during the summer.  Construction is performed using stones being attached to each 

other with cement or mud/clay. Wooden balks are used to support the stone walls and make the 

structure stronger, especially because of the danger of an earthquake. It is known that the usage of 

wooden balks in stone walls as a supportive unit is a method applied for 2500 years. 

 

Mortared stone walls evolved out of dry-stack stone work with the emergence of cement mortars. 

The first cements were made of burnt gypsum or lime mixed with water to make a paste with slight 

bonding capability. Stone walls still had to 

be built as carefully as if they were without 

mortar. The cement paste just filled the 

gaps between the stones and formed a soft, 

rock-like substance. With the aid of 

Portland cement it is possible to build a 

taller stone wall that does not taper inward 

like a dry-stacked wall. The cement has 

some ability to "glue" a stone wall together 

with less care, but proper stoneworking 

techniques are still important. Building a 

free-standing stone wall is a true art and 

requires a lot of time and skill to do it well. 
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The process of building stone house in Turkey 
 

 

 

Foundation with the ground floor                                        Prepare stones for building 

 

 
 

               The stones are mortared                                                     Stone wall 

 

 

Step-by-Step: Earthbag Building by Owen Geiger 

 
This Instruction explains each main step of construction for building vertical earthbag walls.  

For those who do not know, earthbag building uses polypropylene rice bags or feed bags filled 

with soil or insulation that are stacked like masonry and tamped flat. Barbed wire between courses 

keeps bags from slipping and adds tensile strength. The final plastered walls look just like adobe 

structures. Thousands of people are now building with bags to create their dream homes, home 

offices, shops, resorts, root cellars, storm cellars and survival shelters.  
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The following instructions assume you have cleared and levelled the site, removed topsoil, 

positioned fill soil around the building site to minimize work, dug a trench to stable subsoil, put 

about 12” of gravel in the trench, and added corner guides and stringlines. 

Step 1: Tools and materials 

Tools and materials (listed left to right): 

woven polypropylene bags (about 18” x 

30”), bucket chute (4-gallon bucket with 

bottom cut off), 4 or 5 heavy duty 2-

gallon cement buckets, stringline, metal 

chisel and scrap steel for cutting barbed 

wire (or bolt cutters), hammer, 

sheetmetal slider (about 13” x 16”), 15 

gauge galvanized wire, knife, wire 

cutters, tape measure, 4-point barbed 

wire, corner guide, grub hoe or grape 

hoe, level, tampers, bundle of 500 bags, 

shovel. 

Step 2: Fill the bags 

Use the same number of buckets for each bag. Fill 

bags approximately 90% full, leaving just enough 

to sew the bags closed. This technique ensures each 

bag is filled to the capacity to save bags, and as each 

bag is the same size, it helps keep walls level. 

 

Step 3: Sew or stitch the bags closed 

Sew or stitch the bags closed: fold the bag 

end over; use 15 gauge wire about 9” long 

with one end cut at a sharp angle; make one 

stitch on one side and bend the end over; 

make a stitch in the center and pull the 

corner over; make a stitch in the other corner 

and pull the corner over; poke the remaining 

wire into the earthbag. This technique facilitates handling, prevents spills and enables bags to be 

filled to capacity. 

http://www.instructables.com/file/FDPD13TGGPF3RU4/
http://www.instructables.com/file/FBXK5P7GGPF3RTX/
http://www.instructables.com/file/F5G7BF6GGPF3RTN/
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Step 4: Gravel bags on lower courses 

 

Lower courses: place gravel-filled bags (double-

bagged for strength) working from the corners and 

openings to the center. Align bags to the stringline; 

tamp the bags solid and level after the course is 

complete. Always put tops of bags (the ends you’ve 

sewn closed) butted against other bags to prevent 

spillage. Maintain a running bond as in masonry. 

 

Step 5: Add barbed wire 

 

Add barbed wire: use two strands of 4-point barbed 

wire in-between each course of bags; bricks or stones 

temporarily hold the barbed wire in place. 

Step 6: Place additional courses with sheetmetal 

slider  

 

Use 

a sheetmetal slider to place additional courses so 

bags do not snag on the barbed wire: fill the bags 

on the slider; sew the end closed; tilt the bag into 

position and push it against the previous bag. 

After the bag is aligned, hold the end of the bag 

and jerk the slider out. Continue with gravel-

filled bags until you are safely above the height 

where moisture can cause damage. 

 

 

Step 7: Repeat the process using earth-filled bags 

 

Repeat the process using earth-filled bags for upper 

courses, but with a few minor changes: turn bags inside 

out to avoid protruding corners; use lightly moistened 

soil; lightly tamp the contents after each bucket of soil 

is added; pre-tamp each bag after it is aligned in 

position. This last step lengthens each bag to ensure 

good overlap. 

 

 

http://www.instructables.com/file/FGK1B5NGGPF3RUC/
http://www.instructables.com/file/FI4M9QXGGPF3RUL/
http://www.instructables.com/file/F3LL1ITGGPF3RUT/
http://www.instructables.com/file/FDNWBQRGGPF3RV1/
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Step 8: Make custom-sized bags 

 

Make custom-sized bags to fill odd-sized spaces: measure the opening; fill the bag to the 

approximate level; cut off excess bag material; fold each side of the end toward the center and tuck 

under the bag; place the bag in the wall. 

 

9. Tamping  

Tamp earthbags solid and level after 

each course is complete. Tamp the high 

points first. Once the wall is 

approximately level, evenly tamp the 

entire wall several times as you 

continually move the tamper so as not to 

create low spots. 

 

Repeat the process for the remainder of 

the walls, adding doors and windows as 

you go. Check often to keep walls plumb 

and level. 

 

Owen Geiger is the former director of 

Builders without Borders, a Mother Earth News Green Home Adviser, The Last Straw Journal 

Correspondent and the director of the Geiger Research Institute of Sustainable Building. 

 

Photos and videos published with agreement of Got Chankamol. 

 

  

http://www.grisb.org/
http://www.instructables.com/file/F3RREFNGGPF3RVD/
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Eco gardening methods 
 

Nowadays, the distance between a garden and our plates becomes longer. It is very important to 

know where our food comes from, how it was grown/stored and processed, and also when it was 

picked. If you want to eat really good quality food, the time and distance from food resource to 

your kitchen must be reduced. The best way to do it is to grow your own fruit and vegetables. The 

idea of community/city gardens could provide you not only with food, but also with great time 

spent together with friends, neighbours and colleagues. It will help to reinforce the community 

spirit and create close relationship with nature. Community gardens become an educational activity 

for kids. It is important to involve as many people as you can into activities of creating gardens, 

as it will be not only pleasure but also it could be easier to plan and to take care of them. This kind 

of gardens is very attractive because it does not require much work in establishing it or taking care 

of it. It even does not require much space, so you can make it wherever you want. 

 

Preparations for the community garden  

 

 Look around the area you live in. Find some space or part of land which is not in use by 

anybody. Then you have to ask for permission from the government or local authorities to 

use it following your national laws and local rules. 

 The space/part of land must be in the sunlight no less than half a day. 

 Try to involve as many persons as you can in the garden planning and creation activities. 

That is one of the main goals for fruitful garden results. It would be really useful to find a 

person who has experience in gardening. 

 Make the plan of the garden. Divide it into 4 parts for the right position of the plants. Trees 

and brushes, and also higher plants must be planted northward for the right amount of 

sunlight. You have to pay attention to the relief of the land, weather conditions, etc.  

 The activities must be planned in chronological order. It is very important to plan the steps 

of vegetables sowing time and other gardening activities. The gardens are created in early 

spring, the months of April and May. The soil must thaw after winter. 

 

Materials and tools 

 Wood - wooden boards; 

 Soil (good quality). If there is productive soil in the place you have chosen, then you only 

need to dig and hoe it; 

 Mulch. It can be freshly cut grass, tree leaves and even straw or hay.  Try to avoid the 

leaves of oak and walnut trees. 

 Plants, seeds and seedlings. 

 Garden tools (spade, rake, rope, etc. depends on your skills and needs); 

 Water. 
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About plants 

 

 Differend kinds of plants are planted according to their sowing dates which are provided 

in the phenological calendar. Also, it is important to follow information about the depth 

and distance between plants during the planting process. Such information is available on 

the internet or in bookshops. 

 The plants are usually planted in a line. Very good results could be achieved even in little 

space if your group does the work effectively. 

 Weeds are not really a bad thing in your garden. There are kinds of opportunistic weeds 

which are even useful in your garden to stabilize the ecosystem.  

About seeds 

 

 Before the spring starts, you have to decide what vegetables you want to have in your 

garden and what kind of seeds you have to look for.  

 There are two kinds of seeds to buy: hybrid seeds (marking F1 or H) and breeding seeds. 

Hybrid seeds are got when two different sorts of the same plant are crossed. The problem 

of hybrid seeds is that the plants grown from these seeds are genetically unstable. It means 

that the plants could grow up absolutely different, not fruitful and non-resistant. Breeding 

seeds have genetical continuum, so it is recommended to pick those seeds and use them the 

following season. 

 It is very important to use and save breeding seeds for sustainable development. 

 More than several generations of plants adapt to the conditions they used to be grown. You 

can get breeding seeds from farmers, exchange them or from reliable internet resources. It 

is highly recommended to seed, grow and save your own seeds and exchange them with 

other gardeners. 

When and what to plant/seed? 

 

 Turnips, radishes, salad, dills and also spinach could be sown even several times a year. 

 Some kinds of plants could be sown before winter, for example, parsnips, dills, parsleys 

and carrots. 

How to grow seedlings 

 

 Most often plants are sown straight into the soil but if you want to make the growing season 

of herbs, tomatoes, cabbages, cucumbers, pumpkins or courgettes longer, it is 

recommended to sow them earlier at home. 

 It is not necessary to buy special pots or boxes for growing seedlings. You can reuse 

packages of milk, yogurt, sour cream, plastic bottles, paper or plastic cups. Do not forget 

to make some holes in the bottom of your chosen growing cup, and to keep it in a kind of 

plate or top of glass jar to let the abundance of water out. 
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 Fill the growing pots with soil (pure humus or mixed with compost), do not press it, just 

water it and sow some seeds. The quantity of seeds depends on the size of chosen pot/box. 

 To keep the pot warm, you can cover it with a transparent plastic sheet and store it in the 

place full of sunlight. In higher temperature seeds grow faster. Some kinds of plants need 

special conditions to be grown.  

 When the seedlings appear and become stronger take off the plastic sheet.  

 Water the seedlings every 2 or 3 days depending on the soil dryness, it is important not to 

pour too much water. After 2-3 weeks, the seedlings could be planted outside. 

 If your garden is already dug and prepared for planting, you just need to insert the seedlings 

into the mulch and push into the soil. If it is the first season of your gardening, part the 

mulch and put some cups of good soil, compost and put the seedlings in and cover them 

with mulch. 

 

Pollution of soil. Recommendations 

 

Possibility of soil pollution by toxic heavy metals is still one of the most problematic issues. There 

are some recommendations given below which could help you to avoid the pollution of soil where 

your garden will be established: 

 

 Before you start to look for your garden space, keep in mind that soil pollution is higher in 

the centre of the city, nearer to the roads than 50 metres and near factories and industrial 

areas. 

 Depending on the situation in the country and agreements between institutions, the 

monitoring analysis is performed once a year in Lithuania. You can find the results of it in 

special portals, etc. 

 If you have any doubts about the polluted soil of your garden, keep in mind that heavy 

metals are more mobile in acidic conditions. If you have a possibility, check the pH of the 

soil (it has to be 6.5-7). If the result is lower, sprinkle the soil with slaked lime. This is how 

the pH becomes higher and reduces the activeness of toxic heavy metals. 

 Try to use fast vanishing mulch, such as sawdust, crushed straw and hay. 

 It is very important to wash away the rest of the soil from leafy vegetables and to peel/clean 

the roots of vegetables. 

 Remember that the food grown in natural conditions, without any pesticides and synthetic 

fertilizers will be much healthier than the food made in industrial way. 

Raised garden beds 

 

1. Smooth the ground in the place you plan to make a raised bed using a spade and rake. It is 

not necessary to dig it. 

2. There are many construction methods to make beds; it depends on your creativity and 

materials you have. The most important thing is to use non-toxic materials, such as pure 

wooden boards, balks, bricks, any construction waste, tyres, etc. The bed does not have to 

be wider than 1 m but it can be as long as you need or as you can make it. The space 
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between beds must be from 0.5 to 1 m. The height of beds can be 20 cm or even higher, up 

to 40-50 cm depending on the conditions of the ground you chose; if it is wet, you have to 

make higher beds. You can find more information and examples about raised garden beds 

at http://eartheasy.com/yard-garden/raised-garden-beds-kits-planters. 

3. Constructed raised beds must be filled with soil or soil mixed with compost. 

4. Cover the top of the bed with mulch not to have problems with weeds and to preserve 

humidity for longer time. The mulch should be added once or twice per season. 

5. The seedlings should be planted in a mulch splitted holes or lines. Drills with planted 

seedlings can be mulched with a thin flaked mulch layer to ensure plants could grow 

through (about 0.5 cm). If plants or seeds are really small then mulch is not necessary. 

6. Harvesting (in autumn).  

7. Compost the remains and prepare to leave the place for winter or simply dismantle. 

 

 

Community garden activities in Vilnius 

 

 

 

 

http://eartheasy.com/yard-garden/raised-garden-beds-kits-planters
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Bed gardens 

 

1. Mark the margins of your beds using the rope. Dig the ground by taking away the hard 

turves, making the ground soft. Smooth the cover using a rake and cover it with mulch. 

2. Seedlings/plants are planted in the same way as in raised bed gardens. From time to time 

you will need to cut the grass or weed it out in the area between the beds not to let weeds 

become stronger than your vegetables. When the plants become bigger and stronger, they 

do not need to be watered, except during drought. 

3. If you cover the place of your planned garden with mulch before 2 or 3 months of the 

sowing season, then you will not need to dig it. It is recommended to grow potatoes, 

cabbages, cucumbers, pumpkins, etc. in these non-dug beds. Before you plant them, split 

the mulch and insert some amount of good soil/compost. Durind the year, the turf will rot 

away and the soil will be completely ready to be used for planting other types of plants. 

4. Harvesting (in autumn).  

5. Compost the remains and prepare to leave the place for winter or simply dismantle. 

 

 

HUNGARY. ECO-GARDENING 

 

Community 

gardening 

EARTHRISE COMMUNITY GARDEN 

Föld-kelte közösségi kert 

 

Context 

 

 

 

Place: III. district, Budapest 

Founded in 2010 

 

The members of the group are of different background and have experience in 

the work far from gardening but their common dream is to change their life and 

live closer to nature and create a community garden together. At the beginning, 

some of the members took a course in organic farming which gave them some 

basic knowledge and experience. They are interested in different ways of 

ecological plant growing, animal husbandry and community farming.  

 

Their aim is to find a way to a natural, healthy lifestyle that can help in the 

social, ecological and economic crisis. They would like to get in touch with 

nature again, find the way back to the earth by leading less harmful and happier 

way of life. 

 

The group got some land for free from the owner; they have to pay only for 

tools, materials and the water they use. They would like to organize other 

programs, not just gardening: programs for children, cultural events, movie 

nights, etc.   

 

 

Materials 

 

o manure  

o seedbeds  

o against diseases: natural solutions, e. g. herbs, spices  
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 o seeds 

o tools for the garden: wooden posts, digger, hoe, rake, scythe, 

sickle, etc. 

o sprinkler 

o barrel that contains the rain  

o place for compost 

 

Process 

 

This garden has been built and cared by a biological approach which means 

constant monitoring, discovering the contexts/connections and farming without 

chemicals. It aims to create a diversity of cooperation and achieve a state of 

inner homeostasis.  

 

First step: creation of the garden and planting the first plants 

They started the work in the garden in April, the fruit-trees and grapes were 

pruned already. The first step was to clean the garden, create the location for 

the seedbeds and find the place for the tools, manure, etc. 

 

They created a plan of activities and started to plant following the guide about 

gardening.   

 

After planting around 20 kinds of plants (vegetables, herbs, etc.) they had to 

build a drainage that reuses rain water, an eco-friendly toilet, blinds, a new 

fireplace, etc. 

 

Second step: Work in the garden 

During the summer the members spent a lot of time in the garden after (official) 

work or at weekends. The owners of the beds always found work to do with the 

plants, such as hoeing, watering, exterminating the pests and the weeds, 

protecting against the diseases (by biological products).  

 

The plants were growing and the work did not stop. There was always 

something to be harvested. Jam, juice, soup, different kinds of dishes and so 

many other things were prepared from the plants.  

 

Besides, they organized a camp for the members and their families in Bakony, 

northern Hungary. 

 

Third step: the last fruits and preparation of the next year 

 

In early autumn, some of the members planted seeds for the second gardening 

season that was as productive as the spring planting. Later, when the colder 

weather came, the harvesting was completed and they started preparations for 

winter.  
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They bought manure from one of their neighbours (dealing with cows) that they 

collected for spring.   

 

As preparatory work they cleaned the beds, fruit-trees, bushes, filled the 

composting place, built a hugelkultur*and burned the diseased plants. This 

method can be used on the only assigned day.** On that day (in November) 

they held the garden- and year-end event together with their families, friends 

and neighbours.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

* This bed ensures more nutrients and warmer ground for the plants. 

 

**In Hungary burning the plants in your garden is forbidden, you can do it 

only one day, which is assigned in advance. 
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Photos or 

painted 

graphics 

 

 

 
 

 

Example of 

eco-building 

ECO-GARDENING IN BÉKÉSCSABA  

ÖKO KERTÉSZET 

 

Context 

 

http://www.zold14.hu/kert.html 
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Place: Békéscsaba  

Founded in 2014 

Zöld14 Egyesület (Association Green14) worked on a complex environmental 

educational program that aimed to develop children’s eco-approach. This 

program provided healthy and safe food and a possibility to get to know the 

nature better by backyard organic gardening to families and schools 

(educational institutions). Another purpose was to acquaint the children with 

the importance of environmental protection by acquiring self-sufficiency that 

could provide a new community experience to them. 

In relation to this project they created eco-gardens in kindergartens in 2 villages 

near Békéscsaba. The children helped to cultivate the gardens and took part in 

every step of work in it, and later they could eat fresh or cooked harvest items. 

The activities were developed for young children; they worked with tools 

designed for children, learnt about the importance of the environment and 

recycling by tales and during the winter season, the children repeated what they 

had learnt and could get more theoretical information. 

 

Materials 

 

 

Cultivated plants:  

Vegetables: lettuce, radishes, spring onions, tomatoes, eggplants, green peas, 

green beans, pole beans, kohlrabis, cauliflowers, cabbages, celeries, pumpkins, 

cucumbers 

Herbs: basil, dill, tarragon 

Flowers: velvet flower, common nasturtium 

  

Materials: 

o manure  

o seedbeds  

o against diseases: natural solutions, e. g. herbs, spices  

o seeds 

o tools for the garden: wooden posts, digger, hoe, rake, scythe, sickle, 

etc. 

o sprinkler 

o barrel that contains the rain  

o place for compost 

 

 

Process 

 

First step: Developing the core competencies 

Before gardening the children acquired basic knowledge about gardening, 

plants, herbs, tools, etc. A presentation was offered (with drawings, projector 

and photos) for non-formal education and with active participation.  
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Second step: Creating the garden 

The gardens were located in the yard of the kindergartens; experts, nurses and 

parents helped the children to work. First of all, the soil had to be cultivated, 

and then the beds were made. When it was done, the children sowed (the seeds), 

covered the ground, watered the plants and took care of them. Every line of the 

plants had a stick with a sign and their names. The method was implemented 

following the rules of economical farming and plant associations. 

During the work the children got personal experience about eco-gardening and 

it made them motivated to keep working and get more experience in working 

together and to be interested in farming.  

Third step: Production/growing  

The children were in the kindergarten every day, so they could observe the 

growing of the plants and take care of them every day. For example, they did 

the watering, weeded, made the ground soft, helped the plants to grow using 

sticks and tying/lashing, hoed, made compost from the old plants, etc. When 

the weather was cold or it was raining, the experts and nurses organized inside 

activities with tales and games related to the topic. 

There were occasions when the participants evaluated the last period and the 

changes. 

During the summer holiday, the parents and children could work in the garden 

at agreed times. 

Fourth step: Harvesting 

Before harvesting the participants discussed the process of it, their roles, got 

some information about the products (vegetables, fruit and herbs) and the 

importance of farming without chemicals. 

They had an opportunity to cook the products grown by them in their garden. 

The last step was to ripen the plants to getthe seeds from them for the next year. 

This fourth step was also implemented by interactive, experiential learning 

activities and live role plays. 
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\Photos  

 
 

 

 

 

Community 

gardening 

ÓFALU COMMUNITY GARDEN 

ÓFALU KÖZÖSSÉGI MINTAKERT 

Context 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ofalukert 

Place: III. district, Budapest, Ófalu 

Founded in 2014 

Eco-gardening by using permaculture  

 

Materials 

 

 

o manure  

o seedbeds  

o natural solutions against diseases, e. g. herbs, spices, earthworms   

o seeds 

o tools for the garden: wooden posts, digger, hoe, rake, scythe, sickle, 

saw, pliers, wire, etc. 

o sprinkler 

o barrel that contains the rain  

o compost + its container 

o mulch 

o cardboard laid down between the beds and covered with mulch 

o wheat for covering the plants in the beds 

o thermometer: to measure the temperature of compost 
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Photos or 

painted 

graphics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Organic agriculture in Turkey 

 
The organic agriculture started in our country in 1985-86 along with the demands of the European 

countries. 

 

It was firstly started in Aegean Region with dried grapes and dried figs. 

 

In the following years, the organic agriculture started to be implemented for other plants in 

compliance with the demands. 
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In general, the organic agriculture emerged as an agricultural system protecting the ecosystem in 

addition to the production of pure healthy herbal and animal products to be developed and 

recommended in order to preserve the health of the ecosystem and human health against 

degradations caused by the unconscious and excessive use of fertilizers for years on earth. 

 

In other words, the agricultural system using no superficial chemical substances is called the 

organic agriculture. 

 

The general aim of it is to save the health and productivity of the plants, animals, humans and soil, 

and to maintain it. 

 

It is always beneficial to level, order and keep some ground for the organic agriculture in the 

garden. This is used in other agricultures too. There should be no chemical or fertilizer input in the 

garden. If there was any, the crop rotation should be used for 3-4 years in order to absorb the 

chemicals in the soil. It is necessary to use different plants with various root systems in each 

consecutive year. 

 

The organic agriculture is principally a system using no artificial chemicals and genetically 

modified organisms which are also known as transgenic.  

 

The major aim of the organic agriculture is to protect the soil. The possible activities in the organic 

agriculture are: 

 3 different natural substances should be used to make the soil productive and maintain 

productivity. The first one is a farm fertilizer. A burned farm fertilizer means it should rest 

for 7-8 months. The animals providing these fertilizers should also be fed with organic 

products. It is necessary to use these farm fertilizers before planting.  

 The second one is a substance containing natural antibiotics protecting the plants against 

some soil pests. For example, the harvested grass, flowers and organic waste form the base 

of the compost material. 

 The third one is a green fertilizer which means that the soil is fed after it is used in the sub-

soil level by ploughing during the blooming time of some legume crops, for example, the 

tares.  

The wild grass fighting in the organic 

agriculture is divided into two - mechanical 

and cultural methods. The plough is used for 

the mechanical fighting and the hoe is used for 

the cultural fighting.  

The wild grass fighting in organic agriculture 

is divided into two as mechanical and cultural 

methods. The plough is used for the 

mechanical fighting and the hoe is used for the 

cultural fighting.  

Examples of hobby gardens in Turkey. Photo:  www.gazeterize.com 

https://www.google.com.tr/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiCtbTJvLrKAhUFhA8KHfxfDuIQjB0IBg&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.gazeterize.com%2FSAMSUN%2Fomude-ogretim-uyeleri-icin-hobi-bahcesi-h94299.html&psig=AFQjCNE9A1DIDEh-VAEUPX2_kCvQN5coqA&ust=1453450863733300
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Feedbacks  

 
Lithuanian participants: 

 

“I need longer workshops to form a real idea and to improve my skills on eco-building, it is too 

short, it could be a week or even longer. Anyway, it helps me to grow my idea about my dream 

house and I will build it in future for sure”.  

Ričardas (participant of both workshops) 

 

“It is a great chance for all people to get useful knowledge about a possibility to build your own 

house, to create it with the special soul and your hands saving the earth and your health. Also, 

such activities stimulate people to be interested in traditional technologies which are still alive”. 

Gražvydas (participant of both workshops) 

 

“The lecturer of the conference said that the project idea is absolutely great, and he mentioned 

that the main thing involving people is practical activity and for future he offered to organize 

more workshops on eco-building topics”.  

Ričardas (lecturer of conference and expert of eco-construction) 

 

“It is a great opportunity for low-skilled and disabled people as means of integration. Natural 

materials and taking part in the building process is very acceptable for persons with different 

disabilities. The knowledge about eco-building techniques is useful for people from rural areas 

where they can find materials which can be used in daily life”.  

Vida (participant of “Hemp in construction” camp) 

 

“Any step of preparing and building process is like a treatment for me. I forget the daily 

problems and concentrate on activities the nature makes magic. I and my family are interested in 

eco-building and sustainable lifestyle ideas, and such projects are just perfect for testing the 

information we have and to fix our visual ideas into practical way. Thank you for this camp. It is 

useful for me and my village community because I will share my experience and offer to build 

some small and simple buildings for community activities and public use. The information about 

using hemp for food and trying it is just great. Thank you so much”.  

Danutė (Participant of second camp) 

 

Turkish participants: 

 

Sümeyye YEŞİLYURT (vet):  

“I liked the subject of the project very much so I participated in workshops. I will talk about this 

project with my relatives and friends”. 

 

Netice OT (farmer):  

“A natural product is more healthy and delicious, so I usually prefer organic products”. 

 

Dursun AKYOL (construction foreman): 
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“We lived in wooden and stone houses many years 

ago. Those houses were cheaper, cooler in summer 

and warmer in winter”. 

 

Orhan TASCI (staff) participated in ecological 

gardening studies and said that he was very happy to 

attend them and learn a lot about ecological farming. 

 

OrhanTAŞCİ(staff ) Photo: Ahmet KORKMAZ 

 

 

 

Orhan TASCI (staff) and Binali ŞAHİN (farmer) participated 

in ecological gardening studies and said that they were very 

happy to attend them and learn a lot about ecological farming. 

 

Binali ŞAHİN (farmer) Photo: Ahmet KORKMAZ 
 

Nazir OCAK said 

that he liked 

building wooden houses by using natural products and 

not causing problems to the environment, and that the 

interest in wooden houses has recently increased.  

 

Ahmet MACİT, Nazir  OCA, Cemal TANRIVER  Photo: 

Ahmet KORKMAZ 

 

The wood workshop and a visit to a wood craftsman, 

interview with Nazir Ocak about wooden houses 
 

 

Hungarian participants: 

 

“I like the topic of this project; I think they deal with an important issue. This workshop was a 

great opportunity for the children to raise their awareness about environmental protection and 

learn methods helping to live a more healthy life. It makes them think on their future”.  

Gergő Sebő 

 

“To be part of this project means a lot to me as I can experience a lot in the topic I am interested 

in. It helps me to change my approach easier and get to know more details of this lifestyle”. 

 Lilla Horváth 

 

“Seeing how easy it is to live a more healthy life and to build a house that is saving energy 

instead of wasting makes me amazed”.  

Balázs Nemesnyik 
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Other resources: 

www.siaudinukas.lt/ 

siaudunamai.blogas.lt/ 

www.ecococon.lt/ 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/nameliai/ 

http://www.dirtcheapbuilder.com/Home_Building/Stone_Masonry.htm 

http://www.instructables.com/member/Owen%20Geiger?show=INSTRUCTABLES 

www.cordwoodconstruction.org 

http://avax.news/educative/cordwood_construction_natural_building.html 

http://www.battenproducts.com 

http://www.wikihow.com/Build-a-Straw-Bale-House 

http://www.caneloproject.com 

http://www.buildwithbales.com 

http://www.egyutthato.eu 

https://www.facebook.com/kovrikov 

http://www.naturalbuilding.com 

https://www.pinterest.com 

www.ada-muhendislik.net 

http://www.daycreek.com 

http://www.zold14.hu/kert.html 
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http://lsveikata.lt/sveika-visuomene/moliniai-namai-sveikatos-saltinis-ar-tiksinti-bomba-1018 
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This material is one of the very first tool with educational effect in Lithuania. There 

are different non-formal environmentally friendly building and gardening 

educational methods described in this book. It is highly recommended to use this 

material not only for individual needs but also for education institutions, NGOs, 

communities. The main ideas of eco-building methods, detailed process and visual 

illustrations followed by suggestions of experts and practical participants are 

available in this book. The material is based on Lithuanian, Hungary and Turkey 

partners experience in eco- building and eco-gardening areas. 
 

This book is the result of Ersamus + strategic partnership for adult education project 

“At home with nature”. 

 

Erasmus + program aims to improve the quality of adult learning throughout Europe. 

It provides opportunities for adult educators learn from each other, to promote adult 

learning and the development of strategic partnerships , expanding adult learning. 
 

 

Project partners: 

Susivienijimas Žali.LT 

Oltu Halk Egitimi Merkezi Mudurlugu 

Együttható Egyesület Egyesület 

 

This guide is also translated to Lithuanian, Hungarian and Turkish languages. 

Those books can be found at project website: www.zali.lt/category/at-home-

with-nature/ 

 

 
 

Information prepared for the Erasmus + program supported the project "At home with nature". 

This project is funded by the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of 

the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use of the information 

contained therein. 

 

http://www.zali.lt/category/at-home-with-nature/
http://www.zali.lt/category/at-home-with-nature/

